
The Pre-generated Auxiliary Character and Kit System 
(PACKS) is a player and gamemaster aid to quickly assemble 
player and non-player characters using plug-and-play character 
profiles and equipment kits.

Each package and kit has a pre-calculated cost—a player 
simply spends that number of BPs or nuyen and adds the skills, 
gear, and resources in that profile or kit to their character sheet, 
saving them the time and effort of tedious calculation and poring 
through sourcebooks for specific items of gear.

Both packages and kits use only a fraction of the BPs 
available to a player in normal character generation.

ProfilES
Profiles are themed collections of skills and resources. 

Profiles contain a number of categories, and in each category 
are a number of entries. Each entry has a cost in BP [X], and 
sometimes Essence [0.X Ess] or nuyen [X¥]. The sum of the cost 
of the individual categories is given in parentheses next to the 
category and represents the cost for the entire category. The 
sum of the cost of the categories is the cost of the profile, which 
is noted in parentheses next to the profile name.

RequiRements
Any requirements for the profile, such as required 

Qualities, minimum or suggested Attributes for the character 

taking the profile are included in this section. This is to ensure 
that player characters have the necessary intuition and logic 
attributes for the Knowledge Skills in the profile, that they do 
not take Magic or resonance skills and resources without the 
appropriate Qualities to use them. recommendations are made 
so that the character can use the listed equipment effectively.

Active skills
This section contains the profile’s Active Skills, including 

Skill Groups. Active skills are covered in the Shadowrun, Fourth 
Edition 20th Anniversary rulebook. if you don’t have a copy of 
SR4A, the Arcana and Enchanting skills are covered on p.24 
of Street Magic and the Chemistry skill is covered on p.78 of 
Arsenal.

remember that a character can only start the game 
with one Active Skill at 6 (7 with the Aptitude Quality) and all 
others at 4 or less or two Active Skills at 5 and all others at 4 
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rEfErEnCES
PACKS takes advantage of the many new character 
options provided in the core sourcebooks that expand on 
the material presented in the Shadowrun, fourth Edition 
20th Anniversary rulebook (Sr4A), but just because you 
don’t have all the sourcebooks doesn’t mean you can’t 
use PACKS. if you don’t recognize something in the profile, 
swap it out for something else with an equivalent cost.
There is a master list of tables in the back of the Sr4A 
rulebook, and the compiled tables in the back of several 
core products are a good place to look if you don’t recognize 
a piece of gear. Street Magic lists most spells and magical 
gear (the rest are in Digital Grimoire); Augmentation lists 
all bioware, cyberware, geneware, and nanocybernetics; 
and Arsenal has compiled tables for nearly every other 
piece of gear, including all weapons and vehicles.
 in each entry, the following superscripts are used 
to denote gear, spells, adept powers, programs/complex 
forms, augmentations and (rarely) skills or specializations 
from a core sourcebook besides Sr4A:
 1 Street Magic
 2 Arsenal
 3 Augmentation
 4 Unwired
 5 runner’s Companion
 6 Digital Grimoire

EvEryMAn (250 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 
9.
Active skills (200): Athletics Group 2 [20], Biotech Group 
2 [20], Close Combat Group 2 [20], Cracking Group 2 [20], 
Electronics Group 2 [20], firearms Group 2 [20], influence 
Group 2 [20], Mechanic Group 2 [20], outdoors Group 2 
[20], Stealth Group 2 [20]
knowledge skills (50): Engineering Background 4 [8], 
English 3 [6], Japanese 2 [4], Magic Background 4 [8], 
Matrix lore 4 [8], Sixth World History 4 [8], Trivia 4 [8]

The Everyman profile costs 250 Build Points. 
There are two categories in the profile: Active Skills and 
Knowledge Skills. in each category are a number of entries. 
Athletics 2 is an entry in the Active Skills category, and 
costs 20 BP.

SamPle Profile
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or less; also a character can only start with Skill Groups at a 
maximum of 4.

While each profile is balanced not to exceed these 
limits, players should keep these limitations in mind when building 
their characters—or when combining two or more profiles. if for 
whatever reason the character has too many high skills, lower 
them and spend the BPs somewhere else. Some Active skills 
come with specializations already included. Players should feel 
free to change these specializations to fit their character.

knowledge And lAnguAge skills
language and Knowledge Skills are as presented in 

SR4A and are grouped together here because of their identical 
costs. remember that a character can only start the game with 
one Knowledge Skill at 6 (7 with the Aptitude Quality) and all 
others at 4 or less or two Knowledge Skills at 5 and all others 
at 4 or less. Also remember that characters start with a native 
language Skill for free, denoted with an n on the character 
sheet.

Characters receive (logic + intuition) x 3 Knowledge 
and language Skill points for free, and may purchase an equal 
number of points using BP—all Knowledge and language skills in 
these profiles are assumed to be purchased using BP, not free 
Knowledge skill points. if you wish to use your free skill points with 
a profile, reduce the profile’s cost accordingly.

Some Knowledge/language skills come with 
specializations already included. Players should feel free to 
change these specializations to fit their character.

ResouRces
During character creation, a player can convert 1 BP 

to 5,000¥ to purchase equipment, lifestyles, programs, and 
augmentations. in PACKS, these resources are spread out into 
a number of different categories.

gear covers all weapons, drones, vehicles, foci, 
miscellaneous equipment, and lifestyles. Most of this equipment is 
presented in SR4 and Arsenal, but some specific items are listed 
in other sourcebooks. Street Magic and Digital Grimoire include 
all enchanting gear, reagents, and some foci; Augmentation 
includes some biotech gear and nanotech items; and Unwired 
lists many commlink upgrades and add-ons. following a gear 
entry will be the bracketed cost of that entry in nuyen. Players 
are normally limited to no more than 250,000¥ (50 BP) worth 
of gear during character creation, unless the player takes the 
Born rich Quality (p. 96, Runner’s Companion) which extends 
this limit to 300,000¥ (60 BP); so it is important to keep track 

of how much you spend on each gear category so as not to 
exceed the limit. Each profile and kit is calculated not to exceed 
the limit, but in case you do end up spending too much, just take 
off enough items so that you’re back under the 250,000¥ limit 
and convert the extra nuyen back to BP and spend the BP on 
something else.

All magical foci include a Bonding Cost, given in BPs, in 
the bracket right before the nuyen cost of the item. Both costs 
are worked into the total cost of the category. Spell and spirit 
foci are limited to a single category of spells or type of spirit, 
respectively; the player is free to change the stated category or 
spirit type to suit their character.

Lifestyles are generally presented as they are in 
SR4A, but some use the Advance lifestyle rules from Runner’s 
Companion.

Programs include all types of software and are afforded 
their own category for ease of keeping track of them. Most 
programs are listed in SR4 with some additional programs and 
advanced program options given in Unwired.

AugmentAtions
Each sort of augmentation—cyberware, Bioware, 

geneware, and nanocybernetics—has its own category, with 
the nuyen and Essence costs of each implant or procedure 
tracked separately. The total Essence cost from implants for 
each profile has been calculated and is listed with the BP cost for 
the entire profile—if you don’t take any additional augmentations, 
then this is the amount you subtract from your starting Essence 
when finishing your character. if you take any additional implants, 
you will have to calculate your starting Essence separately by 
adding the cost of the implants to the appropriate category (see 
Cyberware and Bioware, p.86, SR4A).

not all augmentations are compatible. All augmentations 
in a given profile are guaranteed to be compatible, but if you 
buy additional augmentations or combine two profiles, check to 
make sure that all your augmentations are allowed to be taken 
together.

cyberware •	 is covered in SR4A (p.338) and 
Augmentation (p.32).
Bioware •	 is covered in SR4A (p.345) and Augmentation 
(p.61).
nanocybernetics•	  is covered in Augmentation (p.111); 
any Essence loss from these implants adds to the 
cyberware category when determining starting 
Essence.
geneware•	  is covered in Augmentation (p.87); any 
Essence loss from these implants adds to the Bioware 
category when determining starting Essence.

comPlex FoRms
A beginning character cannot have more complex 

forms than 2 x their logic attribute. Profiles with this category 
have a minimum logic requirement; if the character does not 
meet this minimum, the character will have to get rid of some 
complex forms and spend the BP on something else. Conversely, 
if the character starts out with a higher logic than necessary, 
the player can choose to buy more complex forms.

Some of the Complex forms in the profiles are based on 
programs introduced in Unwired and Arsenal.
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CoMBininG ProfilES
Players can choose to purchase more than one 

profile, but they should be careful when doing so. Many 
times, different profiles will contain duplicate or conflicting 
entries, such as one profile having a single Active Skill while 
another profile has the entire Skill Group, or one profile 
that includes cybereyes and a second profile that includes 
cybereyes with a different set of options. in such cases, the 
character must decide which of the entries they want for 
their character; the other entry is cashed in and the BP or 
nuyen spent on something else.
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sPells
A beginning character cannot have more spells than 

2 x their Spellcasting or ritual Spellcasting skill, whichever is 
higher. Each profile with this category has the correct number of 
spells for the character’s Spellcasting or ritual Spellcasting skill 
rating, but if one of these skills is lowered, the character will have 
to get rid of some spells and spend the BP on something else. 
Conversely, if the character starts out with a higher skill than 
necessary, the player can choose to buy more spells.

Some spells may be designated as limited (Limited 
Spells, p.172, SR4) with an * and a note at the bottom of the 
profile. Players that do not wish for their characters to use fetish-
dependent spells may ignore this notation, but in this case they 
do not benefit from the fetishes in the profile either.

Spells used in profiles may be taken from SR4A, Street 
Magic or Digital Grimoire.

sPiRits
The force of any bound spirit purchased during 

character generation is equal to the character’s Magic attribute; 
the maximum number of services it can owe is equal to the 
character’s Summoning skill. Profiles with spirits have the correct 
number of services calculated and paid for; if the character’s 
Summoning skill is lowered, cash in the extra services and spend 
the BP on something else. likewise, if the character’s Summoning 
skill is raised, the player may buy more services.

new spirit types are introduced in Street Magic.

sPRites
The rating of any registered sprite purchased during 

character generation is equal to the character’s resonance 
attribute; the maximum number of tasks it can owe is equal to 
the character’s Compiling skill. Profiles with sprites have the 
correct number of tasks calculated and paid for; if the character’s 
Compiling skill is lowered, cash in the extra tasks and spend the 
BP on something else. likewise, if the character’s Compiling skill 
is raised, the player may buy more tasks.

new sprite types are introduced in Unwired

contActs
Most of the contacts listed use the standard contact 

rules given in SR4A; some group and virtual contacts use the 
advanced contact rules given in Runner’s Companion.
 
notes

Any additional notes on the profile or kit entries will be 
given here.

KiTS
kits cover specific collections of weapons, armor, 

vehicles, lifestyles, programs, and other gear, and like Character 
Profiles are divided into categories with individual entries. Kit 
costs are denoted in nuyen and the equivalent in BP [X ¥:X BP]. 
This double listing is for the player’s convenience; the nuyen 
cost makes it easier for players to purchase kits when buying 
equipment using starting cash, and the BP cost makes it easier 
to budget your BPs for the kit you want to buy later. Players do not 
pay the nuyen and BP cost, only one or the other. remember you 
cannot spend more than 250,000¥ (50 BP) during character 

generation, unless you take the Born rich Quality.

liFestyle
This is a character’s lifestyle or lifestyles, if they maintain 

more than one, and how many months they have pre-paid for it. 
A character’s highest lifestyle determines how much Starting 
nuyen they begin the game with (Starting Nuyen, p.86, SR4).

commlink
A character’s commlink (or commlinks) is their 

connection to the global Matrix, which most people in the 
Sixth World interact with daily and automatically. Commlinks 
may come equipped with various accessories, upgrades, and 
modifications.

PRogRAms
These are the programs you have installed onto your 

commlink(s). All commlinks come with Scan 1 by default; this 
program is listed for completeness only. Programs may include 
skillsofts, Matrix games, unrated programs, and other software. 
Any Program options (p.114, Unwired) will be clearly marked.

clothing And ARmoR
This section describes your character’s protective gear 

and outfits, from regular clothing to military-grade armor. Any 
armor upgrades or add-ons will be included, and a final armor 
rating is listed. related items like shields and helmets are 
included here as well. Some items will include armor modifications 
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MUlTiPlE KiTS
Players can choose to purchase more than one 

kit for their character—or even the same kit more than 
once, if they have enough nuyen. in some cases, kits will 
contain duplicate entries—if they player doesn’t wish to buy 
the same item twice, she can remove the extra entry and 
modify the cost of the kit accordingly. This also applies if 
the character would receive duplicate or redundant gear 
from taking a kit and a profile.

AlTErnATE iDEnTiTy (25,000¥:5 BP)
lifestyle (2,000¥): low lifestyle (1 month) [2,000¥]
commlink (9,500¥): Hermes ikon (running iris orb, 
response upgraded to 5, w/biometric readers (cellular, 
face recognition, fingerprint, retina, voice recognition), 
optimization (Edit)4) [9,500¥]
Programs (500¥): Edit 5 [500¥], Scan 1 [0¥]
clothing and Armor (500¥): Quick-change outfits [500¥]
misc. gear (12,500¥): 50 scent-masking cigarettes2 
[500¥], area jammer (2) [1,000¥], disguise kit2 [500¥], 
fake Sin (3) [3,000¥], nanopaste disguise (small, 14 uses) 
[7,000¥], voice mask [500¥]

The Alternate identity kit costs 25,000¥. There 
are five categories in the kit: lifestyle, Commlink, Programs, 
Clothing and Armor, and Misc. in each category are a 
number of entries, each of which has a listed cost. Edit 5 is 

an entry in the Programs category and costs 500¥.

SamPle Kit
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(p.327, SR4A).

weAPons
All weapons that are not implanted into the character’s 

body or installed in a drone or vehicle are listed here, including 
all melee weapons, firearms, and various ranged weapons. Any 
ammunition, modifications (p.148, Arsenal) or accessories for 
the weapon will also be listed.

vehicles And dRones
This section lists all vehicles and drones the character 

has, plus whatever modifications, upgrades, or autosofts they 
might have.

misc. geAR
Anything not covered by the above categories is lumped 

in here.
Players may purchase a PACKS character profile or 

equipment package at any point during character generation by 
paying the cost for the profile or package; the player marks off 
the BPs, Essence, and/or nuyen and records the contents of the 
package or profile on their character sheet.

igor is sitting in on a game at a friend’s house and needs 
to build a character quickly. As this is a normal Shadowrun game, 
igor will be making a 400 BP character.

steP 1. choose metAtyPe
igor knows that he wants to play a dwarf, so he spends 

25 BP, bringing his remaining total down to 375 BP. As a dwarf, 
his starting attributes are:

Attribute value
Body 2
Agility 1
reaction 1
Strength 3
Charisma 1
intuition 1
logic 1
Willpower 2
initiative 2
Essence 6
Edge 1

steP 2. Pick quAlities
igor decides to add the Martial Arts (Krav Maga) Positive 

Quality (5 BP) and two Maneuvers (4 BP): Disorient and Set-Up, 
bringing him down to 366 BP.

steP 3. PuRchAse AttRiButes
igor decides he needs to buff up a little, so he spends 

170 BP raising his attributes, bring his total down to 196 BP.

Attribute value cost
Body 4 20 BP
Agility 3 20 BP
reaction 2 10 BP
Strength 4 10 BP
Charisma 1 0 BP
intuition 5 40 BP
logic 5 40 BP
Willpower 5 30 BP
initiative 7 
Essence 6 
Edge 1 

steP 4. Pick PAcks PRoFile
Glancing through the PACKS profiles, igor decides he 

likes the Brawler and Cybertactician profiles, and will take both. 
igor notes that both profiles have the Perception Active Skill—the 
Brawler at 3 [12], the Cybertactician at 2 [8]. igor decides to 
keep Perception 3, and converts the other entry back into BP, 
bringing the total cost of both profiles to 100 BP (Brawler) + 
100 BP (Cybertactician) – 8 (Cybertactician’s Perception skill) 
= 192 BP.
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PACKS AnD KArMAGEn
Karma-based character generation (Karmagen) 

is an optional character generation system presented in 
Runner’s Companion that allows players to create their 
characters out of a pool of Karma rather than Build Points. 
Players may use PACKS kits without change—a nuyen is 
a nuyen in either system! Using PACKS profiles is a little 
trickier, because the cost to advance skills and the cost of 
spells and the like is different in each character generation 
system.

 At their option, players can also use PACKS with 
Karmagen. The Karma cost of a PACKS profile is equal 
to 1.8 x BP cost (round up in case of fractions) of the 
profile (or a category or entry in the profile). This is rough 
conversion—a player who takes the time to independently 
build the equivalent of a PACKS profile using Karmagen will 
notice that the “actual” cost of all categories and entries 
is different—but in this case you’re trading those extra 
points for the ability to speed up the character generation 
process considerably.

generating a
CharaCter
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Marking off 192 BP, leaving him with 4 BP, igor copies 
both entries onto his character sheet. 

Attribute value
Body 4
Agility 3
reaction 2
Strength 4
Charisma 1
intuition 5
logic 5
Willpower 5
initiative 7
Essence 4.4
Edge 1

Active skills
Dodge 4 (Melee Combat +2)
leadership 4 (Tactics +2)
Perception 3
Unarmed Combat 6 (Martial Arts +2)

knowledge skills
Gambling 3
Go 4
Martial Arts 5
Military Tactics 3
Pit fighting Arenas 4
Police Tactics 3
Tactical Theory 4
Wargaming 2 (Grognards +2)

cyberware
Attention Coprocessor (3, alphaware)
Encephalon (2, alphaware)
internal Commlink (alphaware, customized Hermes ikon 

running iris orb, Signal upgraded to 4, optimization (Tacsoft))

Programs
Browse 1
Decrypt 5
ECCM 4
Edit 3
Encrypt 5
Tacsoft 2
Tutorsoft (leadership) 5
Tutorsoft (Perception) 5
Eurowar 2032 -
virtual Person  - (2, robert E. lee, Sun Tzu)

contacts
Bookie (Connection 1, loyalty 1)
fight Promoter (Connection 3, loyalty 2)
loyal fangirl (Connection 1, loyalty 5)
Underground fighting Circuit (Group contact: Connection 

2, loyalty 1, sprawl-wide area of influence, 20-99 members)

steP 5. AcquiRe skills
igor gets (logic + intuition) x 3 = 30 free Knowledge 

and language Skill points—he decides to spend these on Desert 
Wars 3, famous Generals 4, famous Martial Artists 4, German 

4, Guns 3, Military History 4, Spanish 4, SWAT Tactics 4. for his 
native language, he picks English.

Attribute value
Body 4
Agility 3
reaction 2
Strength 4
Charisma 1
intuition 5
logic 5
Willpower 5
initiative 7
Essence 4.4
Edge 1

Active skills
Dodge 4 (Melee Combat +2)
leadership 4 (Tactics +2)
Perception 3
Unarmed Combat 6 (Martial Arts +2)

knowledge skills
Desert Wars 3
English n
famous Generals 4
famous Martial Artists 4
Gambling 3
German 4
Guns 3
Go 4
Martial Arts 5
Military History 4
Military Tactics 3
Pit fighting Arenas 4
Police Tactics 3
Spanish 4
SWAT Tactics 4
Tactical Theory 4
Wargaming 2 (Grognards +2)

cyberware
Attention Coprocessor (3, alphaware)
Encephalon (2, alphaware)
internal Commlink (customized Hermes ikon running iris 

orb, Signal upgraded to 4, optimization (Tacsoft), alphaware)

Programs
Browse 1
Decrypt 5
ECCM 4
Edit 3
Encrypt 5
Tacsoft 2
Tutorsoft (leadership) 5
Tutorsoft (Perception) 5
Eurowar 2032 -
virtual Person  - (2, robert E. lee, Sun Tzu)
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contacts
Bookie (Connection 1, loyalty 1)
fight Promoter (Connection 3, loyalty 2)
loyal fangirl (Connection 1, loyalty 5)
Underground fighting Circuit (Group contact: Connection 

2, loyalty 1, sprawl-wide area of influence, 20-99 members)

steP 6. Assign ResouRces
With 4 BP left—and 40 BP already spent on equipment 

via his Cybertactician profile—igor decides convert his 4 BP to 
nuyen to purchase equipment; at 5,000¥ per BP that gives him 
20,000¥.  Browsing through PACKS again, igor buys the Basic 
runner i kit and adds it to his character sheet.

As igor is copying, he notices that he already has the 
Browse program from the Cybertactician profile at 1, and the 
Basic runner i kit has it at 2. The Cybertactician profile gives him 
Edit 3 while the Basic runner kit gives him Edit 2. igor decides to 
keep Browse 2 and Edit 3 and converts Browse 1 and Edit 2 into 
150¥. igor spends 50¥ to buy some spare clips and ammo for 
his Colt l36. After that, he has 100¥ left, which will give him a +1 
modifier when he rolls on the Starting Money Table.

Attribute value
Body 4
Agility 3
reaction 2
Strength 4
Charisma 1
intuition 5
logic 5
Willpower 5
initiative 7
Essence 4.4
Edge 1

Active skills
Dodge 4 (Melee Combat +2)
leadership 4 (Tactics +2)
Perception 3
Unarmed Combat 6 (Martial Arts +2)

knowledge skills
Desert Wars 3
English n
famous Generals 4
famous Martial Artists 4
Gambling 3
German 4
Go 4
Guns 3
Martial Arts 5
Military History 4
Military Tactics 3
Pit fighting Arenas 4
Police Tactics 3
Spanish 4
SWAT Tactics 4
Tactical Theory 4
Wargaming 2 (Grognards +2)

cyberware
Attention Coprocessor (3, alphaware)
Encephalon (2, alphaware)
internal Commlink (customized Hermes ikon running iris 

orb, Signal upgraded to 4, optimization (Tacsoft), alphaware)

gear
low lifestyle (5 months)
Basic DocWagon contract (1 year)
CMT Clip (running renraku ichi w/Ar gloves)
Colt America l36
Glasses (1, w/image link)
fake Sin (3)
lined coat (6/4)
Survival knife

Programs
Browse 2
Decrypt 5
ECCM 4
Edit 3
Encrypt 5
Scan 1
Tacsoft 2
Tutorsoft (leadership) 5
Tutorsoft (Perception) 5
Eurowar 2032 -
virtual Person  - (2, robert E. lee, Sun Tzu)

contacts
Bookie (Connection 1, loyalty 1)
fight Promoter (Connection 3, loyalty 2)
loyal fangirl (Connection 1, loyalty 5)
Underground fighting Circuit (Group contact: Connection 

2, loyalty 1, sprawl-wide area of influence, 20-99 members)

steP 7. Finishing touches
All done spending his BP, igor finalizes his character by 

calculating his condition monitor and starting nuyen.

Attribute value
Body 4
Agility 3
reaction 2
Strength 4
Charisma 1
intuition 5
logic 5
Willpower 5
initiative 7
Essence 4.4
Edge 1

Condition Monitor: 10 Boxes

Positive qualities
Martial Arts (Krav Maga, 1)

martial Arts
+1 on Called Shots to disarm
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maneuvers
Disarm
Set-Up

Active skills
Dodge 4 (Melee Combat +2)
leadership 4 (Tactics +2)
Perception 3
Unarmed Combat 6 (Martial Arts +2)

knowledge skills
Desert Wars 3
English n
famous Generals 4
famous Martial Artists 4
Gambling 3
German 4
Go 4
Guns 3
Martial Arts 5
Military History 4
Military Tactics 3
Pit fighting Arenas 4
Police Tactics 3
Spanish 4
SWAT Tactics 4
Tactical Theory 4
Wargaming 2 (Grognards +2)

cyberware
Attention Coprocessor (3, alphaware)
Encephalon (2, alphaware)
internal Commlink (customized Hermes ikon running iris 

orb, Signal upgraded to 4, optimization (Tacsoft), alphaware)

gear
Starting nuyen: 650¥
low lifestyle (5 months)
Basic DocWagon contract (1 year)
CMT Clip (running renraku ichi w/Ar gloves)
Colt America l36 (w/2 extra clips of regular ammo)
Glasses (1, w/image link)
fake Sin (3)
lined coat (6/4)
Survival knife

Programs
Browse 2
Decrypt 5
ECCM 4
Edit 3
Encrypt 5
Scan 1
Tacsoft 2
Tutorsoft (leadership) 5
Tutorsoft (Perception) 5
Eurowar 2032 -
virtual Person  - (2, robert E. lee, Sun Tzu)
contacts
Bookie (Connection 1, loyalty 1)

fight Promoter (Connection 3, loyalty 2)
loyal fangirl (Connection 1, loyalty 5)
Underground fighting Circuit (Group contact: Connection 

2, loyalty 1, sprawl-wide area of influence, 20-99 members)

PiCK-AnD-KEEP
Players can quickly discard (or swap out) entries or 

categories of a profile that don’t fit with the character they want 
to build, or that they’re willing to get rid of in order to spend BPs 
on something they do want.

Matteo decides to build a character based on 
the Dowser profile, but he wants his character to follow 
the Psionic tradition (p.4, Digital Grimoire). To start off 
with, he wants his character to focus on spells with the 
Psychic descriptor, so he swaps out the three entries in 
the Spells category for Mind link, Thought recognition, 
and Translate—and then decides to buy three more, since 
the profile only has three spells and with his Spellcasting 
skill Matteo’s character can start with up to six.

The gear entries are mostly okay, but for flavor’s 
sake Matteo changes the grimoire to a parapsychology 
textbook and changes the spells in it to better reflect 
his character’s interests; he also changes the detection 
fetishes (or, as his character calls them, “psychic 
crystals”) to apply to his area/extended spells. finally, 
Matteo doesn’t care for the Knowledge Skills category 
at all—he decides to just take it out and replace it with 
Parapsychology 6. The modified profile looks like this:

PSyCHiC (102 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept 
(10 BP) Quality and the Astral Perception adept power.
Active skills (70): Assensing 5 [20], Perception 5 [20], 
Sorcery Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (12): Parapsychology 6 [12]
spells (18): Area Thought recognition* [3], Mind link 
[3], Mind net [3], Mind net (Extended)* [3], Thought 
recognition [3], Translate [3]
gear (2): 2 “psychic crystals” (detection fetishes) [100¥], 
3 doses of Sage1 [3,900¥], Quicksilver Mana Sensitive film 
Camera2 w/20 plates [3,000¥], parapsychology textbook 
(spell formulae for the Borrow Sense1, Clairaudience, 
Clairvoyance, Combat Sense, Mind Probe, and Translate1 
spells) [3,000¥]
notes: Spells marked with an * are fetish-dependent.

CuStomizing KitS
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The following character profiles are intended for 
Awakened characters, featuring magical skills and resources 
unavailable to mundanes, and for non-Awakened characters 
conversant in the theory and technology of magic. Players can 
freely raid these profiles for Knowledge skillsets, contacts, and 
equipment that meet their needs and strike their fancy.

ASTrAl MArTiAl ArTiST (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, Astral Sight (5 BP) 
Quality, or the Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality and 
the Astral Perception adept power. Minimum attributes (logic + 
intuition) = 6.
Active skills (68): Assensing 4 [16], Astral Combat (Spirits +2) 
6 [26], Close Combat Group 1 [10], Dodge 4 [16]
knowledge skills (30): Astral Entities 4 [8], famous Martial 
Artists 2 [4], Magic Background 6 [12], Martial Arts 3 [6]
gear (2): 5 doses of Shade2 [5,000¥], 5 Esprit “Petite Brume” 
grenades2 [5,000¥]

CoMBAT SorCErEr (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) 
quality. Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (64):  Close Combat Group 2 [20], Counterspelling 
5 (Combat Spells+2) [22], Spellcasting 5 (Combat Spells +2) 
[22]
spells (30): Death Touch* [3], Detect Enemies (Extended) [3], 
Knockout* [3], Manaball* [3], Manabolt* [3], Powerball* [3], 
Powerbolt* [3], Shattershield1* [3], Stunball* [3], Stunbolt* [3]
gear (5): 9 fetishes (Combat) [1,800¥], 4 doses of kamikaze 
[400¥], 1 dose of Deepweed [400¥], hardliner glove2 weapon 
focus (force 2) [2/20,100¥], Actioneer business clothes 
(fire resistant 2, nonconductivity 3) (5/3) [2,300¥], Basic 
DocWagon contract (1 year) [5,000¥]
notes: Spells marked with an * are fetish-dependent.

DoWSEr (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or the Mystic Adept 
(10 BP) Quality and the Astral Perception adept power. Minimum 
attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (70): Assensing 5 [20], Perception 5 [20], Sorcery 
Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (18): Divination Methods 3 (Tarot reading +2) 
[8], Magic Background 5 [10]
spells (9): Analyze Magic1 [3], Astral Clairvoyance1* [3], Detect 
Magic (Extended)* [3]
gear (3): Two fetishes (Detection) [100¥], 3 doses of Sage1 
[3,900¥], Quicksilver Mana Sensitive film Camera2 w/20 plates 
[3,000¥], scroll of spells (spell formulae for the Analyze Truth, 
Borrow Sense1, Mana Window1, Mindlink, Thought recognition1, 
and Translate spells1) [3,000¥], magical lodge materials (5) 
[2,500¥], scroll with divining focus6 formula (force 1) [2,500¥]
notes: Spells marked with an * are fetish-dependent.

ElEMEnTAliST (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) 
Quality. Minimum attribute Charisma 2.
Active skills (54): Conjuring Group 3 [30], Spellcasting 6 [24]
knowledge skills (4): Hermetic Theory 1 [2], Wu Jen Philosophy 1 [2]

spells (36): fire Aura1 [3], fireball [3], fire Wall1 [3], firewater1 
[3], firewater Aura6 [3], flamethrower [3], Hose1 [3], napalm1 
[3], napalm Wall6 [3], Tsunami1 [3], Water Aura1 [3], Water 
Wall1 [3]
spirits (6): Spirit of fire (3 services) [3], Spirit of Water (3 
services) [3]

EXorCiST (110 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) 
Quality.
Active skills (86): Banishing 6 [24], intimidation 4 [16], 
negotiation 4 [16], Sorcery Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (10): Demonology 1 (Exorcism +2) [4], Magic 
Background 3 [6]
spells (6): Spirit Barrier1* [3], Spirit Zapper1* [3]
gear (8): 2 fetishes (Manipulation) [600¥], 4 doses of deepweed 
[1,200¥], banishing focus (force 3, shedim1) [3/15,000¥], 
magical lodge materials (5) [2,500¥], hollowed-out sacred 
text w/Walther PB-1202 loaded with silver bullets2 [700¥], 
Sylvestrine Breviary (spell formulae for Disrupt Summoning 
focus6, Spirit Barrier1, and Spirit Zapper1) [5,000¥]
notes: Spells marked with an * are fetish-dependent.

foCUS ADDiCT (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) 
Quality. Minimum attribute Magic 4. Minimum logic 4 to be able 
to have all foci active at once.
Active skills (42): Blades 3 [12], Sorcery Group 3 [30]
spells (18): Armor1 [3], Bind1 [3], Decrease reflexes1 [3], 
Enhance Aim1 [3], increase reflexes [3], resist Pain [3]
gear (37): Power focus (force 2) [2/50,000¥], 2 sustaining 
foci (each force 3, one Health, one Manipulation) [6/60,000¥], 
nodachi2 weapon focus (force 2) [2/22,500¥], magical lodge 
materials (force 5) [2,500¥]
contacts (3): Talismonger (Connection 1, loyalty 2) [3]

forMEr WAGE MAGE (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) 
Quality.  Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.
Active skills (72): Blades 1 [4], Conjuring Group 3 [30], Etiquette 
2 [8], Sorcery Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (18): Corporate Background 3 [6], Magic 
Background 3 [6], Magical Security 3 [6]
spells (9): Mana Barrier* [3], Powerbolt* [3], Stunbolt [3]
gear (1): GloWand2 [60¥], fetishes (one Combat, one 
Manipulation) [500¥], kris2 [1,000¥], 2 fake licenses (4, glowand, 
kris) [800¥], magical lodge materials (force 4) [2,000¥], 
manacase2 [200¥], clothes (Hermetic robes) [440¥]
notes: Spells marked with an * are fetish-dependent.

illUSioniST (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) 
Quality.
Active skills (54): Conjuring Group 3 [30], Spellcasting 6 [24]
knowledge skills (8): legerdemain 2 [4], Psychology 2 [4]
spells (36): Bugs1 [3], Double image1 [3], Dream1 [3], foreboding1 
[3], Hot Potato1 [3], ignite [3], Mask [3], Mass Sight removal1 [3], 
orgasm1 [3], Sight removal1 [3], Stink1 [3], vehicle Mask1 [3]
spirits (2): Spirit of Man (2 services) [2]
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MAGiCAl HEAlEr (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 
BP) Quality and the Astral Perception adept power.
Active skills (72): Assensing 4 (Mystical Healing3 +2) [18], 
Biotech Group 2 [20], Enchanting 4 (Mystical Healing3 +2) [18], 
Spellcasting 4 [16]
knowledge skills (2): Massage 1 [2]
spells (24): Antidote [3], Awaken1 [3], Cure Disease [3], 
Diagnose1 [3], Heal [3], resist Pain [3], Stabilize [3], Stim1 [3]
gear (2): Assaying kit1 [500¥], medkit (6, 8 refills of medkit 
supplies) [1,000¥], pouch of herbs (10 refined herbal reagents1) 
[1,000¥], bottle of dried frog pills (15 refined animal reagents1) 
[1,500¥], 2 trauma patches [500¥], Magical First Aid Handbook 
(spell formulae for Alleviate Allergy1, Antidote, Awaken1, Cure 
Disease, Diagnose1, Heal, nutrition1, resist Pain, Stabilize, Stim1) 
[5,000¥]

MAnATECHnoloGiST (0.2 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5.
Active skills (30): Arcana 5 [20], Etiquette 2 (Magical +2) [10]
knowledge skills (28): latin 4 [8], Magic Background 4 [8], 
Manatech 6 [12]
Bioware (0.2 ess/8): Glow symbiont3 [0.2 Ess/40,000¥]
gear (3): Ambient magical potentiometer2 [10,000¥], forensic 
thaumaturgy kit2 [500¥], lucifer lamp2 (w/9 half-hour bulbs) 
[500¥], PocketMage library2 (3) [1,800¥], Quicksilver camera2 
(w/8 manasensitive film plates) [2,700¥]
contacts (31): Magicknet (virtual contact; Connection 4, 
loyalty 1; 100-1000 members, Global area of influence, most 
members have magical talents, pervasive Matrix integration) 
[23], Talismonger (Connection 4, loyalty 4) [8]

rECon SHAMAn (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 
BP) Quality and the Astral Perception adept power. Minimum 
attribute Charisma 2.
Active skills (80): Assensing 5 [20], Conjuring Group 2 [20], 
Perception 5 [20] Sorcery Group 2 [20]
spells (12): Astral Clairvoyance1 [3], Clairaudience [3], 
Clairvoyance [3], Spatial Sense (Extended) 1 [3]
spirits (4): Spirit of Air (2 services) [2], Spirit of Beasts (2 
services) [2]
gear (4): Summoning focus (force 1, Watchers) [1/15,000¥]

riTUAliST (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) 
Quality.
Active skills (42): Counterspelling 4 [16], ritual Sorcery 6 
(Geomancy1 +2) [26]
knowledge skills (12): Geomancy 3 [6], lip reading 3 [6]
spells (36): Astral Clairvoyance1* [3], Clairvoyance* [3], Cure 
Disease* [3], Dream1* [3], foreboding1* [3], Heal* [3], ignite* 
[3], Mindlink* [3], offensive Mana Barrier1* [3], Pulse1* [3], 
Shattershield1* [3], Stunball* [3]
gear (2): fetishes (two Combat, three Detection, two Health, two 
illusion, three Manipulation) [2,650¥], magical lodge materials 
(force 6) [3,000¥], haunted apartment (7 lP advanced lifestyle5: 
Comforts 1, Entertainment 1, necessities 2, neighborhood 1, 
Security 1, Positive Quality: Aspected Domain, negative Quality: 

Haunted; 1,100¥/month, 3 months) [3,300¥], leechband2 
[450¥], wyrd mantis essence2 [600¥]
contacts (8): Mambo of legba (Connection 2, loyalty 2) [4], 
Wuxing Geomancer (Connection 2, loyalty 2) [4]
notes: Spells marked with an * are fetish-dependent.

STrEET AlCHEMiST (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) 
Quality. Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5.
Active skills (66): Arcana 4 [16], Chemistry 1 (Awakened Drugs 
+2) [6], Enchanting 6 [24], outdoors Group 2 [20]
knowledge skills (32): BADs 2 (Tempo +2) [6], Magic 
Background 5 [10], Magical Compounds 5 [10], Street Drugs 
3 [6]
gear (2): Assaying kit1 [500¥], chemistry kit2 [500¥], magical 
lodge materials (5) [2,500¥], 6 devil rat pelts (6 raw animal 
reagents1) [600¥], pouch of dried tobacco (5 refined plant 
reagents1) [500¥], joint (1 dose of Deepweed) [400¥],, Altered 
Perceptions: A Grimoire (spell formulae for Bugs1, Crank1, 
Enabler1, intoxication1, Stim1, Trid Entertainment, Trid Phantasm) 
[5,000¥]

STrEET DrUiD (75 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 
BP) Quality and the Astral Perception adept power.
Active skills (50): Arcana 1 [4], Assensing 1 [4], Astral Combat 
1 [4], Blades 1 [4], Conjuring 2 Group [20], Enchanting 1 [4], 
Etiquette 1 (Street +2) [6], Survival 1 [4]
knowledge skills (10): Celtic Punk Bands 2 [4], Magic 
Background 2 (Druidism +2) [6]
spirits (1): Spirit of Plants (1 service) [1]
gear (7): Sickle weapon focus (force 2, treat as tomahawk2) 
[2/20,150¥], lined coat [700¥], magical lodge materials (force 
2) [1,000¥], squatter lifestyle (6 months) [3,000¥], talislegging 
kit1 [100¥], pouch of mistletoe (raw herbal reagent1) [50¥]
contacts (7): Pagan Ganger (Connection 1, loyalty 1) [2], 
Prostitute interested in Druidism (Connection 2, loyalty 3) [5]

STrEET SHAMAn (120 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 
BP) Quality and the Astral Perception adept power. Minimum 
attribute Charisma 2. Minimum attribute Body 3 to wear armor 
without penalty.
Active skills (82): Assensing 2 [8], Conjuring Group 2 [20], 
Enchanting 1 (refining +2) [6], Sorcery Group 3 [30], Survival 1 
(Urban +2) [6], Exotic Melee Weapon (Whips) 3 [12]
knowledge skills (6): Magic Background 1 [2], Urban legends 
2 [4]
spells (18): Heal [3], levitate [3], lightning Bolt [3], Physical 
Barrier [3], Shapechange [3], Stun Bolt [3]
gear (7): Chain2 weapon focus (force 2) [2/20,100¥], lined 
coat (6/4) [700¥], magical lodge materials (force 2) [1,000¥], 
squatter lifestyle (6 months) [3,000¥], talislegging kit [100¥], 
pouch of pigeon feathers (2 raw animal reagents1) [100¥]
contacts (7): Homeless kid (Connection 1, loyalty 1) [2], Urban 
Tribe Member (Connection 2, loyalty 3) [5]
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STrEET WiTCH (100 BP)
Requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 
BP) Quality and the Astral Perception adept power. Minimum 
Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (56): Arcana 2 [8], Assensing 2 [8], Blades 1 [4], 
Enchanting 2 [8], Etiquette 1 (Street +2) [6], Spellcasting 4 [16], 
Survival 1 (Urban +2) [6]
knowledge skills (8): fortune Telling 2 [4], Magic Background 
1 [2], Wicca 1 [2]
spells (15): Heal [3], intoxication1 [3], influence [3], Turn to Goo 
[3], Trid Entertainment [3]
gear (7): Athame (stacked1 knife weapon focus (force 1)/
sustaining focus (force 1, Manipulation)) [2/20,020¥], lined 
coat (6/4) [700¥], magical lodge materials (force 2) [1,000¥], 
squatter lifestyle (6 months) [3,000¥], talislegging kit1 [100¥], 

pouch of cat bones (3 raw animal reagents1) [150¥], book of 
shadows closed with key lock (3) [30¥]
contacts (14): roma Grandmother (Connection 2, loyalty 6) 
[8], Hedge Witch (Connection 2, loyalty 4) [6]

TAliSlEGGEr (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 8.
Active skills (48): Close Combat Group 2 [20], Survival 5 [20], 
Throwing Weapons 2 [8]
knowledge skills (48): Botany 4 (Parabotany +2) [10], Geology 
4 (Parageology +2) [10], Magic Background 2 [4], Metallurgy 4 
(orichalcum +2) [10], Talismongers 2 [4], Zoology 4 (Parazoology 
+2) [10]
gear (2): Smart pack2 [500¥], 2 ration pouches2 (w/3-day 
supply of rations2, each) [130¥], 2 smart canteens2 [10¥], 

Requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, 
minimum Magic attribute as noted.

PACKS does not include any profiles specifically for 
adept characters—this isn’t to discourage the use of adept, 
but many adepts are essentially characters that use magic to 
exceed the limits of mundane ability, and adept abilities can be 
added to nearly many of the profiles given very easily. instead 
of additional profiles, listed below are adept sets—a collection 
of adept powers for a given Magic rating.

Each set has a number of adept abilities, with the 
cost in power points listed afterwards [X.X], so that players 
can easily swap out powers to suit their character. in the 
case of mystic adepts, the character must have dedicated 
the requisite number of Magic points to somatic powers in 
order to take a set.

MAGiC 1
Fist of thunder: Elemental Strike1 (Electricity) [0.5], Killing 
Hands [0.5]
sentinel: Enhanced Perception (1) [0.25], improved Senses 
(improved Smell, improved Taste, low light vision) [0.75]
the voice: Commanding voice1 [0.25], improved Senses 
(Sound Dampening) [0.25], voice Control [0.5]

MAGiC 2
Arcane: Astral Perception [1.0], Cloak1 (1) [0.25], Magic 
Sense1 [0.5], Piercing Senses1 (1) [0.25]
healer: Empathic Healing1 [0.5], Pain relief1 [1.0], rapid 
Healing (2) [0.5]
willworker: Heightened Concentration6 [1.0], indomitable 
Will6 (2) [0.5], iron Will1 (2) [0.5]

MAGiC 3
gunslinger Adept: Combat Sense (2) [1.0], improved Ability 
(Pistols) (3) [1.5], Quick Draw1 [0.5]
Rememberer: Analytics1 (3) [0.75], Cool resolve1 (1) [0.25], 
Eidetic Sense Memory1 [0.5], linguistics1 [0.25], Memory 
Displacement6 [0.25], Multitasking1 [0.5], Three-Dimensional 
Memory1 [0.5]
stabby Adept: improved Ability (Blades 3) [1.5], improved 

reflexes (1) [1.5]
striker: Counterstrike1 (1) [0.5], Critical Strike (3) [0.75], 
inertia Strike1 [0.5], Killing Hands [0.5], Penetrating Strike1 
(3) [0.75]

MAGiC 4
Aura Auger: Astral Perception [1.0], Enhanced Perception 
(4) [1.0], Heightened Concentration6 [1.0], Piercing Senses1 
(4) [1.0]
Bluffer: Cool resolve1 (4) [1.0], improved Ability (intimidation) 
(2) [0.5], improved Ability (negotiation) (4) [1.0], Kinesics (3) 
[1.5]
negamage: Cloak1 (4) [1.0], iron Will1 (2) [1.0], Spell 
resistance (2) [2.0], 

MAGiC 5
Free Runner: freefall1 (4) [1.0], Gliding1 [1.0], Great leap (4) 
[1.0], Traceless Walk1 [1.0], Wall running1 [1.0]
ki master: Attribute Boost (Agility) (5) [1.25], Attribute 
Boost (Body) (5) [1.25], Attribute Boost (reaction) (5) [1.25], 
Attribute Boost (Strength) (5) [1.25]
tank: Elemental resistance6 (Acid, Cold, Electricity, fire) 
[2.0], Mystic Armor (5) [2.5], Supernatural Toughness6 (1, 
Physical) [0.5]

MAGiC 6
einar: Berserk1 [1.0], Combat Sense (3) [1.5], Heightened 
Concentration6 [1.0], living focus1 [1.0], rooting1 (6) [1.5]
silent way Adept: Cloak1 (6) [1.5], improved Ability (Disguise 
3, infilitration 3, Palming 3, Shadowing 3) [3.0], improved 
Senses (low-light vision) [0.25], Memory Displacement6 
[0.25], Traceless Walk1 [1.0]
twitch: improved reflexes (3) [4], improved Ability (Dodge 3) 
[1.5], Quick Draw1 [0.5]
yogin: facial Sculpt1 (6) [1.5], Melanin Control1 [0.5], Metabolic 
Control1 [0.5], nimble fingers1 [0.25], Pain resistance (6) 
[3.0], Sustenance1 [0.25]
Zen disciple: Blind fighting1 [0.5], improved Physical Attribute 
(reaction) (2) [1.5], improved reflexes (3) [4.0]

adePt SetS
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talislegger kit1 [100¥], 2 tomahawks2 [300¥], machete (treat as 
large Cougar fineblade knife2) [900¥], sleeping bag2 [75¥], tent2 
[75¥], ghillie suit2 [500¥], camouflage suits2 (arctic, desert, 
jungle, temperate forest, urban) [6,000¥], glowand2 [60¥], 
leechband2 [450¥], manacase2 [200¥], wyrd mantis essence2 
[600¥], bag of black sand (2 raw iron reagents1) [100¥]
contacts (2): rogue Sasquatch (Connection 1, loyalty 1) [2]

THEorETiCAl THAUMATUrGiST (50 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (24): Arcana 6 [24]
knowledge skills (22): Magic Background 6 [12], Manatech 4 
(fAB +2) [10]
gear (1): Assaying kit1 [500¥], forensic thaumaturgy kit2 [500¥], 
magical lodge materials (6) [3,000¥], ruger super warhawk 
(w/30 silver bullets2) [1,000¥]
contacts (3): loremonger (Connection 2, loyalty 1) [3]

mAtRix chARActeR PRoFiles
The following character profiles are intended for 

Matrix-oriented characters, including hackers, riggers, and 
technomancers. Several of the profiles feature resonance skills 
and technomancer-specific resources unavailable to regular 
hackers. The wireless Matrix is nearly omnipresent in the Sixth 
World, and the variety of roles Matrix characters can play is 
surprising.

‘BoT HErDEr (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 8.
Active skills (20): Cracking Group 2 [20]
knowledge skills (46): Data Havens 4 [8], famous Crackers 5 
[10], German 3 [6], Japanese 1 [2], Matrix law 1 [2], Matrix 
Theory 2 [4], Pirate networks 5 [10], valuable Warez 2 [4]
gear (15): 50 datachips [50¥], 2 doses of overdrive2 [300¥], 
’bots (50 unrestricted agents4 with Pilot 1) [60,000¥], 
customized Transys Avalon [response upgraded to 5, running 
novatech navi, customized interface4, Ar gloves, biometric 
reader, datalock module4 (w/ Encrypt 5), sim module modified 
for BTl/hot-sim, skinlink, satellite link) [12,150¥], nanopaste 
trodes [100¥], fake license (commlink, 4) [400¥], fake Sin (2) 
[2,000¥]
Programs (4): Analyze 5 (optimization4 2) [700¥], Browse 5 
(optimization4 2) [700¥], Edit 5 (optimization4 2) [700¥], Encrypt 
2 [100¥], Exploit 4 [4,000¥], reality filter 5 (optimization4 2) 
[700¥], Scan 2 [100¥], Spoof 4 [4,000¥], Stealth 4 [4,000¥], 
Track 4 [4,000¥]
contacts (15): Warezhouse 24 (virtual group contact: 
Connection 3, loyalty 1, Global area of influence, Active Matrix 
Presence, 100-1000 members) [15]

CoMBAT riGGEr (0.5 ESS/100 BP)
Active skills (80): Cracking Group 2 [20], Electronics Group 2 
[20], Gunnery 5 [20], Mechanic Group 2 [20]
cyberware (0.5 ess/2): Control rig [0.5 Ess/10,000¥]
gear (18): Automotive mechanic kit [500¥], hardware kit 
[500¥], industrial mechanic kit [500¥], Hermes ikon (running 
iris orb, w/customized interface4, directional antenna4 (6), 
trodes, skinlink, skinweb array4, sim module modified for BTl/
hot-sim [5,050¥], 25 mesh tags4 [50¥], GMC Bulldog Step 

van (w/rigger adaptation, 2 large drone racks) [45,500¥], 2 
Cyberspace Designs Dragonfly drones2 [5,000¥], 2 Steel lynx 
drones (armed with Ares MP-lMGs2) [13,000¥], Ares Auxila 
Mk32 drone (w/mechanical grapple arm) [9,000¥], 3 50-
round belts of regular lMG ammo [300¥], 4 100-round belts 
of EX-explosive lMG ammo [4,000¥], Secure Garage (7 lP 
advanced lifestyle5: Comforts 0, Entertainment 0, necessities 2, 
neighborhood 2, Security 3; 1,100¥ a month, six months paid in 
advance) [6,600¥]

CrACKEr (0.7 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.
Active skills (66): Electronics Group 4 [40], Hacking 6 (Exploit 
+2) [26]
knowledge skills (18): Cracker Underground 4 [8], Data Pirates 
4 [8], Matrix law 1 [2]
cyberware (0.25 ess/1): Datajack [0.1 Ess/500¥], Math SPU3 
[0.15 Ess/4,500¥]
geneware (0.3 ess/8): Dynomitan3 [0.2 Ess/25,000¥], 
PuSHeD3 [0.1 Ess/15,000¥]
nanocybernetics (0.3 ess/1): flashback System3 [0.3 
Ess/5,000¥]
gear (3): Certified credstick [25¥], contact lenses (3, w/flare 
compensation, image link, low light) [325¥], customized fairlight 
Caliban (response upgraded to 5, running novatech navi, 
optimization4 (Exploit), customized interface4, sim module modified 
for BTl/hot-sim, nanopaste trodes, skinlink) [14,650¥]
Programs (3): Browse 5 [500¥], Edit 5 [500¥], Encrypt 5 
[500¥], Exploit 5 [5,000¥], iris Antivirus4 [1,500¥], reality 
filter 5 [500¥], Scan 5 [500¥], Sniffer 2 [1,000¥], Stealth 5 
[5,000¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

DATA MinEr (100 BP)
notes: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attributes 
resonance 4, Charisma 4, and (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (66): Computer 3 [12], Data Search 6 [24], Tasking 
Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (20): Databases 4 [8], Data Havens 4 [8], 
libraries 2 [4]
complex Forms (4): Browse 4 [4]
sprites (10): 2 Courier Sprites (2 tasks each) [4], 2 Data Sprites 
(3 tasks each) [6]

DATASMiTH (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (60): Computer 4 (Edit +2) [18] forgery 6 [24], 
Hacking 4 (Edit +2) [18]
knowledge skills (18): identification Documents 5 [10], 
Photography 4 [8]
gear (5): 7 certified credsticks [175¥], 3 rfiD cameras 
(1) [300¥], 5 rfiD microphones (1) [250¥], 3 fake Sins (3) 
[9,000¥], cellular glove molder (3) [600¥], pince-nez (4, w/vision 
magnification and vision enhancement (3)) [500¥], forgery kit2 
[500¥], keycard copier (6) [1,800¥], novatech Airware (running 
novatech navi, optimization4 (Edit), sim module modified for BTl/
hot-sim, printer, simrig, trodes) [4,555¥], professional camera 
(w/macro lens and super-telephoto lens)2 [7,300¥], 4 doses of 
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Pepper Punch [20¥]
Programs (2): Analyze 6 [600¥], Browse 6 [600¥], Corrupt4 6 
[6,000¥], Edit 6 (Crashguard4, Mute4, optimization4 (6)) [1,800¥], 
reality filter 6 (Crashguard4, optimization4 (1)) [1,000¥]
contacts (15): Counterfeiter (Connection 1, loyalty 1) [2], 
illegal Aztlaner immigrant (Connection 1, loyalty 5) [6], Shadowy 
Government Agent (Connection 4, loyalty 1) [5], Tabloid reporter 
(Connection 1, loyalty 1) [2]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

DronE WHiSPErEr (120 BP)
Requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) quality. Minimum 
attributes resonance 3 and logic 3.
Active skills (82): Electronic Warfare 5 [20], Hardware 5 [20], 
Heavy Weapons 3 [12], Tasking Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (8): Drones 2 [4], resonance lore 2 [4]
complex Forms (18): Command 3 [3], Decrypt 3 [3], ECCM 3 
[3], Encrypt 3 [3], Scan 3 [3], Sniffer 3 [3]
gear (12): Hardware tools [500¥], GMC Bulldog Step-van (w/
runflat tires2, rigger adaptation, Electronic Warfare 3 autosoft, 
large drone rack and two mini drone racks2) [45,000¥], 2 
Shiawase Kanmushi drones [2,000¥], 2 S-B Microskimmer 
drones [2,000¥], Steel lynx drone (w/Electronic Warfare 1 
autosoft, Ares MP-lMG2, 2 100-round belts of lMG ammo) 
[9,000¥], Secure Garage (7 lP advanced lifestyle5: Comforts 
0, Entertainment 0, necessities 2, neighborhood 2, Security 
3; 1,100¥ a month, one month paid in advance) [1,100¥], fake 
license (4, driver’s license) [400¥]

GUnSEl KArCiST (2.2 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attribute 
resonance 3.
Active skills (60): Computer 2 (Smartlinks +2) [10], firearms 
Group 4 [40], Tasking Group 1 [10]
knowledge skills (10): Gun Trivia 3 [6], resonance lore 1 
(Sprites +2) [4]
Bioware (0.2 ess/5): reflex recorder (firearms) [0.2 
Ess/25,000¥]
cyberware (2.1 ess/11): Cosmetic Modification (Metal circuit 
patterns inlaid on scalp, upper back, and shoulders) 3 [200¥], 
Protective Covers [100¥], Smartlink [0.1 Ess/1,000¥], 2 full 
Synthetic Customized Cyberarms (w/AGi 6, Cyberarm Holster, 
Cyber Safety3) [2.0 Ess/53,700¥]
complex Forms (3): Command 3 [3]
gear (9): 2 Savalette Guardians2 (w/ammo skip system2, 
electronic firing2, firing selection change2 (full Auto mode added), 
high-velocity weapon2, pilot upgrade2 (4), rigger adaptation2, 
weapon commlink2 (disposable commlink4)) [40,500¥], 15 clips 
of ammo (12 rounds/clip alternating: explosive rounds, flechette 
rounds, frangible rounds2, hollow points2, stick-n-shocks, and 
tracer2 (security tag)) [1,440¥], combat load vest2 (w/four 
smart pouches2) [400¥], earbuds (1, w/spatial recognizer) 
[110¥], 10 fingernail data storage2 [2,000¥], 2 quick-draw 
holsters (hip) [200¥], 5 concealable holsters (2 small of back, 
1 ankle holster, 2 underarm holsters) [225¥], mirrorshades (2, 
flare protection, image link) [125¥]
sprites (2): 2 Machine sprites (Targeting (Pistols) Autosoft, 1 
task each) [2]

HiDDEn TECHnoMAnCEr (120 BP)
Requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attribute 
resonance 3.
Active skills (100): Cracking Group 1 [10], Cracking Group* 
3 [30], Electronics Group 1 [10], Electronics Group* 1 [10], 
Tasking Group 4 [40]
knowledge skills (8): Computer Background 2 [4], resonance 
lore 2 [4]
complex Forms (6): Attack 3 [3], Exploit 3 [3]
sprites (4): Tutor sprite4 (4 tasks) [4]
gear (1): 5 nanomemory temporary tattoos4 [1,000¥], renraku 
Sensei (running novatech navi, w/trodes, Ar gloves, biometric 
reader, simrig) [4,000¥]
Programs (1): Analyze 5 [500¥], Browse 5 [500¥], Command 
5 [500¥], Edit 5 [500¥], Encrypt 5 [500¥], Exploit 2 [1,000¥], 
Purge4 5 [500¥], reality filter 5 [500¥], Scan 5 [500¥]
notes: Technomancers have their own versions of the Cracking 
and Electronics skill groups, and must learn the “normal” versions 
separately. The skills marked with an * are the Technomancer 
version of these skills. Programs will only run at a maximum 
rating 4 on the given commlink.

MATriX SCAvEnGEr (100 BP)
Active skills (60): Computer 4 [16], Data Search 6 [24], 
Cracking Group 2 [20]
knowledge skills (10): Data Havens 3 [6], Matrix rumors 2 [4]
Programs (1): Analyze 4 [400¥], Browse 6 [600¥], Exploit 4 
[4,000¥]
gear (4): 2 micro-tapper bugs4 [2,000¥], optical tap4 [100¥], 
disposable commlink4 [300¥], Transys Avalon (running iris 
orb, response upgraded to 5, w/customized interface4, fetch 
module4 (3), optimization4 (Browse), satellite link, sim module 
modified for BTl/hot-sim) [17,600¥]
contacts (25): The Denver Data Haven (virtual contact; 
Connection 6, loyalty 1; 1000+ members, Global area of 
influence, pervasive Matrix integration) [25]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 3 on the 
given commlink.

off-THE-SHElf HACKEr (100 BP)
Active skills (70): Cracking Group 4 [40], Electronics Group 3 
[30]
knowledge skills (6): Hacker lore 3 [6]
gear (4): fairlight Caliban (running novatech navi, w/response 
enhancer4 (3), satellite link) [16,000¥], hacker nanites4 (4) 
[4,000¥]
Programs (14): Agent (Pilot 3) [3,000¥], Analyze 3 [300¥], 
Armor 4 [4,000¥], Attack 4 [4,000¥], Black Hammer 4 
[4,000¥], Blackout 4 [4,000¥], Browse 4 [400¥], Command 4 
[400¥], Corrupt4 4 [4,000¥], Data Bomb 4 [4,000¥], Decrypt 4 
[4,000¥], Disarm 4 [4,000¥], ECCM 4 [4,000¥], Edit 4 [400¥], 
Encrypt 4 [400¥], Exploit 4 [4,000¥], Medic 4 [4,000¥], nuke4 
4 [4,000¥], Purg4e 4 [400¥], reality filter 4 [400¥], Scan 
3 [300¥], Sniffer 4 [4,000¥], Spoof 4 [4,000¥], Stealth 4 
[4,000¥], Track 4 [4,000¥]
contacts (6): Computer Science Professor (Connection 3, 
loyalty 3) [6]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.
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PEoPlE WATCHEr (50 BP)
Requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum 
attributes resonance 3 and logic 4.
Active skills (10): Con 2 (Social Engineering +2) [10]
knowledge skills (16): People Watching 4 [8], resonance lore 4 [8]
complex Forms (24): Empathy2 3 [3], facial recognition2 3 
[3], Gait Analysis2 3 [3], lie Detection2 3 [3], noise Analysis2 
3 [3], visual Spotter2 3 [3], voice recognition2 3 [3], Weapon 
Watcher2 3 [3]

rESonAnCE WArrior (100 BP)
Requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum 
attributes resonance 3 and logic 5.
Active skills (40): Cybercombat 5 [20], Hacking 2 (Combat 
Programs +2) [10], Tasking Group 1 [10]
knowledge skills (4): resonance lore 2 [4]
complex Forms (39): Armor 3 [3], Attack 3 (Armor Piercing4 
3) [6], Attack 3 (Shredder4) [4], Attack 3 (rust4) [4], Attack 3 
(Area4 3) [6], Black Hammer 3 [3], Blackout 3 [3], Disarm4 3 [3], 
nuke4 3 (Targeting4) [4], Shield4 3 [3], Track 3 [3]
contacts (17): Technomancer tribe (virtual contact; Connection 
2, loyalty 6; 2-19 members, national area of influence, pervasive 
Matrix integration) [17]

riGGEr MECHAniC (0.96 ESS/100 BP)
Active skills (80): Electronics Group 2 [20], Cracking Group 2 
[20], Mechanic Group 4 [40]
knowledge skills (8): vehicle Mods 4 [8] 
cyberware (0.96 ess/9): Control rig [0.5 Ess/10,000¥], 
Modular3 synthetic lower cyberarm (alphaware, left) [0.36 
Ess/26,400¥], 5 modular plug-ins3 (built-in Aeronautics 
Mechanic utility kit, built-in Automotive Mechanic utility kit, built-in 
Hardware utility kit, built-in industrial Mechanic utility kit, built-in 
nautical Mechanic utility kit) [7,500¥], protective covers [100¥], 
smartlink [0.1 Ess/1,000¥]
gear (1): Erika Elite (running novatech navi, w/holo projector, 
optimization4 (Command), sim module modified for BTl/hot-sim, 
trodes) [5,000¥]
Programs (2): Analyze 4 [400¥], Browse 4 [400¥], Command 
6 [600¥], ECCM 4 [4,000¥], Edit 5 [500¥], Encrypt 5 [500¥], 
Exploit 3 [1,500¥], Scan 6 [600¥], Spoof 3 [1,500¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

THrEADEr (100 BP)
Requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum 
attributes resonance 3 and logic 3.
Active skills (66): Software 6 (Threading +2) [26],Tasking 
Group 4 [40]
knowledge skills (12): resonance lore 6 [12]
complex Forms (18): Attack 3 [3], Edit 3 [3], Exploit 3 [3], Sniffer 
3 [3], Spoof 3 [3], Stealth 3 [3]
gear (1): Disposable commlink4 [300¥], optical tap4 [100¥], 
trodes [50¥], 10 meters of fiberoptic cable4 [50¥], 5 nanomemory 
temporary tattoos4 [500¥], contacts (2, ultrasound) [1,100¥], 
hypersonic sound beam2 [200¥], 10 expendable directional 
jammers2 [2,000¥], 3 fingernail data storage units2 [600¥], 
inline skates2 [100¥]
sprite (3): Tank sprite4 (3 tasks) [3]

TrACEr (100 BP)
Active skills (70): Computer 2 [8], Data Search 6 [24], Cracking 
Group 3 [30], Perception 2[8] 
Programs (3): Analyze 3 [300¥], Browse 5 [500¥], Eurosoft 
Clavicula4 [4,700¥], Exploit 4 [4,000¥], Scan 5 [500¥], Track 
5 [5,000¥]
gear (4): Hermes ikon (running iris orb, response upgraded 
to 5, optimization4 (Track)) [8,500¥], Hermes ikon (running iris 
orb, response increased to 5, optimization4 (Browse)) [8,500¥], 
fake Sin (3) [3,000¥]
contacts (23): interpol Database (virtual contact, Connection 6, 
loyalty 1; 1,000+ members, Global area of influence, pervasive 
Matrix integration) [23]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

WArEZ PirATE (120 BP)
Requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum 
attributes resonance 5 and (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (70): Electronics Group 3 [30], Cracking Group 4 
[40]
knowledge skills (24): Cracker Underground 4 [8], Data Pirates 
4 [8], Matrix law 1 [2], resonance lore 3 [6]
complex Forms (10): Edit 5 [5], Exploit 5 [5]
gear (1): 5 nanomemory temporary tattoos4 [1,000¥], 20 
fingernail data storage2 [4,000¥]
contacts (15): Warezhouse 24 (virtual group contact: 
Connection 3, loyalty 1, Global area of influence, Active Matrix 
Presence, 100-1000 members) [15]

shAdow chARActeR PRoFiles
This section contains profiles for characters of the 

shadows, who take on a variety of roles. The Shadows are home 
to all manner of people, from the elite prime runners to the 
disabused wageslaves cast out from their megacorporations by 
the tide of commerce and intercorporate war, and the profiles 
players will find here are defined mainly by the specialized skills 
and equipment they use to get the job done.

BoDyGUArD (2.68 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4. 
Minimum Body 5 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (70): Close Combat Group 3 [30], Etiquette 2 
[8], Exotic Melee Weapon (Sai) 3 [12], Exotic ranged Weapon 
(fichetti Pain inducer) 3 [12], Perception 2 [8]
knowledge skills (20): Bodyguarding 5 [10], Martial Arts 2 [4], 
Security Procedures 3 [6]
cyberware (2.68 ess/8): Cyber safety3 [350¥], Eyeband3 
(3) [0.5 Ess/1,250¥], internal commlink (Meta link running 
redcap nix, subvocal microphone) [0.16 Ess/4,650¥], lone 
Star SWAT cybersuite3 (alphaware Watchman version) [2.02 
Ess/33,750¥]
gear (2): 20 security tags [100¥], 50 plastic restraints [5¥], 
Defiance Protector2 (w/internal smartgun system, quick-draw 
holster and cyber safety) [900¥], fichetti Pain inducer (w/internal 
smartgun system, quick-draw holster and cyber safety) [4,300¥], 
Mortimer of london Ulysses line armored clothing2 (w/ form-fitting 
body armor full-body suit2 ) (12/6) [4,400¥], sai2 (75¥), telescopic 
staff2 (100¥), Miracle Shooter™ (7 month subscription) [120¥]
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BooSTED GAnGEr (5.2 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5. 
Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (40): Close Combat Group 2 [20], firearms Group 
2 [20]
knowledge skills (30): BTls 3 [6], Chop Shops 3 [6], Gang Signs 
3 [6], Gang Turf 3 [6], Pimps 3 [6]
cyberware (5.2 ess/8): Dermal plating (2, second-hand3) [1.2 
Ess/5,000¥], Kevlar bone lacing3 [1.0 Ess/10,000¥], Muscle 
replacement (2, second-hand3) [2.4 Ess/5,000¥], reaction 
enhancers (2) [0.6 Ess/20,000¥]
gear (5): low lifestyle (1 year) [24,000¥], knife [20¥], slingshot2 
[30¥], armor jacket (8/6) [900¥], clothing (gang colors) [50¥]
contacts (17): Gang (Group contact; Connection 2, loyalty 4; 
20-99 members, District area of influence) [9], Second-Hand 
Cyberware Dealer (Connection 3, loyalty 5) [8]

BrAWlEr (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (56): Dodge 4 (Melee Combat +2) [18], Perception 
3 [12], Unarmed Combat 6 (Martial Arts2 +2) [26]
knowledge skills (24): Gambling 3 [6], Martial Arts 5 [10], Pit 
fighting Arenas 4 [8]
contacts (20): Bookie (Connection 1, loyalty 1) [2], fight 
Promoter (Connection 3, loyalty 2) [5], loyal fangirl (Connection 
1, loyalty 5) [6], Underground fighting Circuit (Group contact: 
Connection 2, loyalty 1, Sprawl-wide area of influence, 20-99 
members) [7]

BroKEr (100 BP)
Active skills (80): Con 2 (Contracts +2) [10], Etiquette 4 [16], 
intimidation 2 (Mental +2) [10], leadership 4 (Persuasion +2) 
[18], negotiation 6 (Bargaining +2) [26]
knowledge skills (12): Evaluate Goods 3 [6], Movers and 
Shakers 3 [6]
contacts (8): fixer (Connection 6, loyalty 2) [8]

ConMAn (0.56 ESS/125 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (88): Con 6 [24], Etiquette 4 [16], instruction 4 
[16], negotiation 4 [16], Perception 4 [16]
knowledge skills (20): Blackmail 4 [8], Confidence Tricks 6 
[12]
cyberware (0.56 ess/3): Ear recording unit (alphaware) 
[0.08 Ess/1,000¥], eye recording unit (alphaware) [0.08 
Ess/4,000¥], simrig (alphaware) [0.4 Ess/10,000¥]
Programs (1): Browse 2 [200¥], Command 3 [300¥], Edit 5 
[500¥], Sniffer 4 [4,000¥]
vehicles and drones (13): 12 spyballs2 [60,000¥], Hermes 
ikon (running novatech navi, optimization4 (Edit)) [5,000¥]

CoUriEr (0.48 ESS/50 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4. 
Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (26): running 6 (Urban +2) [26]
knowledge skills (20): olympics 4 [8], Parkour 6 [12]
cyberware (0.48 ess/3): Datalock (alphaware, Encrypt 5) [0.08 
Ess/12,000¥], 2 smuggling compartments [0.4 Ess/3,000¥]
gear (1): fake Sin (2) [2,000¥], oxygenated fluorocarbons2 
[2,000¥], mapsofts on optical chip (Berlin 5, Capetown 5, 

Caracas 5, Chicago 5, Dubai 5, Europort 5, Hamburg 5, Hong 
Kong 5, istanbul 5, lagos 5, london 5, los Angeles 5, Metropole 
5, neo-Tokyo 5, new york 5, Paris 5, Portland 5, Seattle 5, 
Tenochititlan 5, valdivostok 5) [500¥], urban explorer jumpsuit 
(6/6) [500¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

CyBErTACTiCiAn (1.6 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 6.
Active skills (26): leadership 4 (Tactics +2) [18], Perception 
2 [8]
knowledge skills (34): Go 4 [8], Military Tactics 3 [6], Police 
Tactics 3 [6], Tactical Theory 4 [8], Wargaming 2 (Grognards 
+2) [6]
cyberware (1.6 ess/36): Attention Coprocessor3 (3, 
alphaware) [0.24 Ess/18,000¥], Encephalon3 (2, alphaware) 
[1.2 Ess/150,000¥], internal Commlink (alphaware, customized 
Hermes ikon running iris orb, Signal upgraded to 4, optimization4 
(Tacsoft) [0.16 Ess/12,000¥]
Programs (4): Browse 1 [50¥], ECCM 4 [4,000¥], Edit 3 [150¥], 
Eurosoft Clavicula4 [4,700¥], Eurowar 2032 [50¥], Tacsoft4 2 
[6,000¥], Tutorsofts (leadership 5, Perception 5) [5,000¥], 
virtual Person (2, robert E. lee, Sun Tzu) [100¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 3 on the 
given commlink.

D-MAn (0.5 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3. 
Minimum Body 2 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (56): Chemistry 5 [20], Demolitions 5 [20], Exotic 
Melee Weapon (Monofilament Chainsaw) 4 [16]
knowledge skills (16): Domestic Terrorism 2 (Bombers +2) [6], 
Explosives 5 [10]
cyberware (0.5 ess/1): Cyberears (1, damper) [0.2 
Ess/1,250¥], Protective covers [100¥], single cybereye (3, tool 
laser3) [0.2 Ess/2,600¥], touch link [0.1 Ess/1,000¥]
gear (7): 100 meters of detonating cord2 [2,500¥], 50 1-kg 
sticks of dynamite2 [4,000¥], 3 kilograms of foam explosive2 
(15) [4,500¥], 10 blasting caps2 [100¥], 10 radio detonators2 
[400¥], 10 disposable commlinks4 [3,000¥], 3 light sticks 
[15¥], 3 radiation film badges2 [75¥], demolitions toolkit2 
[500¥], demolitions shop2 [5,000¥], hazmat toolkit2 [500¥], ear 
plugs (3, w/select sound filter(3)) [630¥], Evo HEl suit2 (4/6) 
[3,000¥], 4 fake licenses (4, blasting caps, detonating cord, 
dynamite, radio detonators) [1,600¥], 2 false-bottomed attaché 
cases2 [600¥], goggles (3, w/ flare compensation, image link, 
and vision magnification) [325¥], lockheed vulcan2 (demolitions 
toolkit replaces aeronautic mechanics toolkit, Demolitions 3 
autosoft) [6,600¥], miniwielder [250¥], monofilament chainsaw 
[300¥], wireclippers [25¥], 4 doses of CS/Tear gas [80¥]
contacts (20): Ares Sales rep (Connections 3, loyalty 2) [5], 
Bomb Squad (Group contact, Connections 4, loyalty 3, 2-19 
members, Sprawl-wide area of influence) [10], Crooked Military 
Supply Sergeant (Connections 4, loyalty 1) [5]

DrUGGiST (1.26 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4. 
Minimum Body 2 to wear armor without penalty.
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Active skills (54): Biotech Group 2 [20], Chemistry 4 [16], 
Etiquette 2 (Drug Users +2) [10], Exotic Melee Weapon (Syringe) 
2 [8]
knowledge skills (22): Dealers 3 [6], Drug Culture 3 [6], Street 
Drugs 5 [10]
cyberware (0.6 ess/1): Biomonitor [0.3 Ess/1,000¥], Gastric 
neurostimulator3 [0.2 Ess/2,500¥], reusable Auto-injector3 
(extra dose capacity (5), filled with 5 doses of Zero2) [0.1 
Ess/1,500¥]
Bioware (0.96 ess/8): Toxin Extractor (second-hand3, 4) [0.96 
Ess/40,000¥]
gear (9): 10 disposable syringes2 of red mescaline2 [600¥], 
plastic baggie with 10 doses of pixie dust2 [400¥], 3 doses of 
betameth2 derms [60¥], 2 doses of shade2 [2,000¥], flashlight 
(no batteries, holds a plastic baggy w/11 doses of eX pills2) 
[135¥], chemistry kit2 [500¥], chemistry shop2 [5,000¥], half-
suit form-fitting body armor2 (auto-injector2 loaded w/5 doses 
of kamikaze, auto-injector2 loaded w/5 doses of ripper2) (4/1) 
[4,525¥], Savior medkit3 [2,000¥], respirator (6, w/inhaler2 and 
olfactory sensor (6)) [3,155¥], deodorant (disguised equipment2, 
100 doses of crimson orchid2) [4,000¥], lipstick (disguised 
equipment2, 100 doses of betel2) [1,600¥], sunglasses (4, w/
low light, smartlink, thermographic, vision magnification) [900¥], 
drug lab (middle lifestyle, 4 months) [20,000¥], 5 inhalers2 (1 
dose of betameth2 each) [125¥]
contacts (6): Drug Artist (Connection 1, loyalty 1) [2], narcotics 
Detective (Connection 2, loyalty 2) [4]

Elf foCUS (0.2 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 8. 
Minimum Strength of 5 to use bow, minimum Body 5 to wear 
armor without penalty.
Active skills (36): Blades 2 (rapiers +2) [10], Bows 2 [8], 
Etiquette 4 (Elven +2) [18]
knowledge skills (44): Carromeleg 2 [4], Elven nations 4 [8], 
immortal Elf Conspiracy Theories 3 [6], laés-based Drugs 5 
[10], Mythology 2 (Elves +2) [6], Sperethiel 4 (Australian dialect 
+2) [10]
geneware (0.2 ess/1): Clean Metabolism3 [0.1 Ess/2,500¥], 
Dietware3 [0.1 Ess/2,500¥]
gear (1): 14 laés cigarettes2 [350¥], 50 arrows [250¥], 25 
explosive headed-arrows2 [250¥], bow (Str. Min 5) [500¥], 
chain shirt2 (w/helmet) (3/9) [1,000¥], fake Sin (2, Tír 
citizenship) [2,000¥], rapier2 (w/personalized grip2) [650¥]
contacts (18): Elf Poseur (Connection 1, loyalty 5) [6], Elven 
Prostitute (Connection 2, loyalty 3) [5], Tír Ambassador 
(Connection 6, loyalty 1) [7]

EX-CoP (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5. 
Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (60): Close Combat Group 2 [20], firearms Group 
2 [20], influence Group 2 [20]
knowledge skills (26): Crime Scene Analysis 3 [6], forensics 2 
[4] law 3 [6], Police Procedures 5 [10]
gear (1): 2 tonfas2 [100¥], Colt Manhunter (w/extended clip2, 
internal smartgun system, personalized grip2, quick-draw holster, 
5 extra clips of regular ammo) [1,400¥], Cavalier Deputy2 (w/
concealable holster, internal smartgun system, personalized 
grip2, speed loader of EX-explosive ammo, 3 loose EX-explosive 

rounds) [800¥], armor vest (6/4) [600¥], contact lenses (2, 
w/smartlink) [600¥], earbud (1, w/radio Signal Scanner (6)) 
[160¥], 2 doses of Jazz in an inhaler2 [150¥], 2 sets of metal 
restraints [40¥], respirator (2) [400¥], clothing (police uniform) 
[200¥]
contacts (13): former Partner Still on the force (Connection 3, 
loyalty 6) [9], former Snitch (Connection 2, loyalty 2) [4]

firE SUPPorT (0.9 ESS/50 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 6 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (40): Armorer 5 [20], Heavy Weapons 5 [20]
cyberware (0.9 ess/2): Cyberears (3, w/balance augmenter, 
damper, ear recording unit, sound link, spatial recognizer) [0.4 
Ess/7,500¥], cybereyes (4, w/image link, smartlink) [0.5 
Ess/2,500¥]
gear (8): Ares Auxilia Mk32 [8,000¥], armor jacket (w/gel 
packs2, helmet, SecureTech PPP vitals protector2) (11/10) 
[2,700¥], ArmTech MGl-12 (w/internal smartgun system, 
airburst link, 5 flash-bang minigrenades, 5 fragmentation 
minigrenades, 5 thermal smoke minigrenades) [5,000¥], gyro-
stabilization harness [3,000¥], hip pad bracing system [200¥], 
ingram White Knight (w/internal smartgun system, 2 100-
round belts of tracer ammo) [5,500¥], Stoner-Ares M202 (w/
internal smartgun system, 2 100-round belts of tracer ammo) 
[11,500¥], bipod [100¥]

forMEr CArEEr MiliTAry (0.1 ESS/100 BP)
Active skills (70): Close Combat Group 3 [30], firearms Group 
3 [30], influence Group 1 [10]
knowledge skills (10): Military Equipment 2 [4], Military Theory 
3 [6]
Bioware (0.1 ess/1): Bio-tattoo (“Dog tag” with blood type 
and Sin)3 [1,500¥], Dietware3 [0.1 Ess/2,500¥], Minor 
Biosculpting3 (Cosmetic scars of unit insignia, former rank/rate 
devices, military decorations) [1,000¥]
gear (2): Clothing (military uniforms, including dress uniforms) 
[5,200¥], disposable commlink4 [300¥], fake Sin (3) [3,000¥], 
ballpoint pen microtransceiver2 [1,000¥], operations cleanup 
kit2 [500¥]
contacts (17): former Squadmate (Connection 1, loyalty 6) [7], 
Military intelligence officer (Connection 5, loyalty 5) [10]

forMEr CUlTiST (75 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5. 
Minimum Body 2 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (30): influence Group 2 [20], instruction 2 (religion 
+2) [10]
knowledge skills (30): insect Spirits 3 [6], Magic Background 3 
[6], religion 5 [10], Sixth World Cults 4 [8]
gear (1): Clothing (t-shirts, robes, and other paraphernalia 
related to cult) [450¥], Colt Government 2066 (w/2 spare 
clips of capsule rounds2 loaded with KE iv2) [970¥], knife 
[30¥], hollowed book2 (cult scriptures; cavity holds wyrd mantis 
essence2) [650¥], armor clothing (w/radiation shielding2 (5)) 
(4/0) [1,500¥], respirator (5) [500¥], snake-mesh socks2 
[50¥], thermal air bag2 [400¥], aluminum foil hat [0¥]
contacts (14): Deprogrammer (Connection 2, loyalty 3) 
[5], imprisoned Cultist (Connection 2, loyalty 2) [4], Universal 
Brotherhood Scholar (Connection 4, loyalty 1) [5]
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forMEr EXECUTivE (75 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (40): influence Group 3 [30], intimidation 2 (Mental 
+2) [10]
knowledge skills (20): Corporate law 3 [6], Corporate rumor 
Mill 2 [4], Corporate Security 2 [4], Megacorporations 3 [6]
contacts (15): Corporate Mr. Johnson (Connection 4, loyalty 
1) [5], Corporate recruiter (Connection 1, loyalty 1) [2], former 
Secretary (Connection 4, loyalty 4) [8]

forMEr JoyGirl/Boy (2.4 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5.
Active skills (56): Con 5 (Seduction +2) [22], Exotic ranged 
Weapon (spit) 3 [12], negotiation 5 (Haggle +2) [22]
knowledge skills (26): Acting 3 [6], Prostitution 4 [8], STDs 6 
[12]
Bioware (2.4 ess/17): Biosculpting3 [3,000¥], Chemical gland3 
(eX2, spit release, second-hand3) [0.4 Ess/17,000¥], Clean 
metabolism3 [0.1 Ess/2,500¥], dietware3 [0.1 Ess/2,500¥], 
enhanced pheromone receptors3 (3, second-hand3) [0.36 
Ess/7,500¥], pathogenic defense (6, second-hand3) [0.72 
Ess/30,000¥], tailored pheromones3 (3, second-hand3) [0.72 
Ess/22,500¥]
gear (1): fake licenses (4, health inspector, magical healer 
certification, massage therapist, nurse, sex worker) [2,000¥], 
fake Sin (3) [3,000¥]

forMEr SPECiAl forCES (2.85 ESS/250 BP)
Active skills (176): Close Combat Group 4 [40], firearms Group 
4 [40], Heavy Weapons 4 [16], outdoors Group 4 [40], Stealth 
Group 4 [40]
knowledge skills (10): Military Equipment 2 [4], Military Theory 
3 [6]
Bioware (2.85 ess/42): Bio-tattoo (“Dog tag” with blood 
type and Sin) 3 [1,500¥], bone density augmentation (4) 
[1.2 Ess/80,000¥], minor biosculpting3 (Cosmetic scars of 
unit insignia, former rank/rate devices, military decorations) 
[1,000¥], mnemonic enhancer (1) [0.1 Ess/7,500¥], muscle 
augmentation (2) [0.4 Ess/14,000¥], muscle toner (2) [0.4 
Ess/16,000¥], orthoskin (3) [0.75 Ess/90,000¥]
gear (2): Clothing (military uniforms, including dress uniforms) 
[5,200¥], disposable commlink4 [300¥], fake Sin (3) [3,000¥], 
ballpoint pen microtransceiver2 [1,000¥], operations cleanup 
kit2 [500¥]
contacts (20): former Commander (Connection 4, loyalty 6) 
[10], Military intelligence officer (Connection 5, loyalty 5) [10]

GEnEfrEAK (1.3 ESS/75 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.
knowledge skills (18): Genetics 4 [8], Transhumanism 5 [10]
geneware (1.3 ess/45): Genetic optimization3 (Agility, intuition, 
logic, Strength) [0.8 Ess/180,000¥], reakt3 [0.4 Ess/30,000¥], 
vegsin3 [0.1 Ess/15,000¥]
gear (2): Pet flightless dodo (genetic chimera3) [10,000¥]
contacts (10): Geneticist (Connection 5, loyalty 5) [10]

HEAvy WEAPonS EXPErT (75 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.
Active skills (56): Armorer 4 [16], Gunnery 5 [20], Heavy 

Weapons 5 [20]
knowledge skills (14): Big Guns 5 [10], Heavy Metal Music 2 [4]
gear (5): 3 M79B1 lAW2 [2,250¥], smart-firing platform (Pilot 
upgraded to 4, w/2 ammo bins2, fuzzy logic2, Heavy Weapons 
3 autosoft) [14,900¥], Stoner-Ares M202 (w/gyro-stabilization, 
150 rounds regular ammo) [7,500¥], helmet (0/2) [50¥]

MAfiA ASSoCiATE (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without 
penalty.
Active skills (76): Close Combat Group 3 [30], Exotic Melee 
Weapon (garrote) 4 [16], influence Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (8): Mafia Culture 2 [4], Poker 2 [4]
gear (1): 3 doses of betameth2 derms [60¥], clothes (business 
suit) [2,000¥], garrote2 [10¥], sap2 [30¥], Mortimer of london 
Ulysses line suit2 (6/4) [2,800¥]
contacts (15): old School Mafia family (Group contact; 
Connection 5, loyalty 6; 20-99 members, Sprawl-wide area of 
influence) [15]

MErC offiCEr (120 BP)
Active skills (88): firearms Group 3 [30], Close Combat Group 
3 [30], outdoor Group 2 [20], leadership 2 [8]
knowledge skills (10): Global flashpoints 3 [6], Arms Suppliers 
2 [4]
contacts (22): The outpost (virtual contact; Connection 5, 
loyalty 1; 1000+ members, Global area of influence, broad 
Matrix resources) [22]

off-THE-SHElf SAMUrAi (4.8 ESS/100 BP)
Active skills (60): Close Combat Group 2 [20], Exotic Melee 
Weapon (Elbow Cyber Spur) 5 [20], Exotic ranged Weapon 
(Projectile Spur3) 5 [20]
knowledge skills (10): Samurai films 5 [10]
cyberware (4.8 ess/25): Cybereyes (3, smartgun link, 
thermographic vision) [0.4 Ess/3,000¥], full synthetic 
customized cyberarm (alphaware, w/AGi 5, BoD 3, STr 5, Evo 
Kali optimization3, projectile spur3, retractable elbow cyber spur) 
[0.8/70,000¥], reaction enhancers (2) [0.6 Ess/20,000], 
wired reflexes (2) [3.0 Essence/32,000¥]
contacts (5): Cyberware Sales rep (Connection 3, loyalty 2) 
[5]

orK foCUS (0.63 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5.
Active skills (36): Etiquette 4 (ork +2) [18], instruction 4 (or’zet 
+2) [18]
knowledge skills (30): Goblin rock 3 [6], ork Culture 4 [8], 
orxploitation 4 [8], or’zet 4 [8]
cyberware (0.26 ess/2): Cosmetic surgery3 (extremely 
handsome appearance—by ork standards) [3,000¥], 
fang implants (extendable) 3 [0.1 Ess/1,200¥], gastric 
neurostimulator3 (alphaware) [0.16 Ess/5,000¥], 4 tooth 
compartments [800¥]
Bioware (0.5 ess/4): Digestive expansion [0.5/20,000¥]
contacts (28): ork Ganger (Connection 2, loyalty 6) [8], ork 
rights Committee (Connection 5, loyalty 3, 1000+ members, 
national area of influence, minority of limited magical assets, 
active Matrix presence) [20]
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PoSTHUMAn oPErATivE (5.64 ESS/75 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.
knowledge skills (18): The Bleeding Edge 2 [4], Cybertechnology 
4 [8], Transhumanism 3 [6] 
cyberware (5.64 ess/44): Cyberears (3, alphaware) [0.32 
Ess/2,000¥], Cybereyes (3, alphaware) [0.32 Ess/2,000¥], 2 
customized obvious full cyberarms (alphware, w/AGi 4, BoD 4, 
STr 4) [1.6 Ess/78,000¥], 2 customized obvious full cyberlegs 
(alphaware, w/AGi 4, BoD 4, STr 4) [1.6 Ess/78,000¥], 
cybertorso (alphaware) [1.2 Ess/40,000¥], nanohive (1, 
alphaware) [0.6 Ess/20,000¥]
contacts (13): Technician (Connection 1, loyalty 5) [6], 
Transhuman Advocate (Connection 3, loyalty 4) [7]

PrivATE invESTiGATor (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4. 
Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (62): Perception 5 [20], intimidation 4 (interrogation 
+2) [18], Pistols 4 [16], Shadowing 2 [8]
knowledge skills (20): forensics 5 [10], Police Procedure 5 
[10]
gear (2): Appraisal kit2 [500¥], appraisal shop2 [5,000¥], 
forensic thaumaturgy kit2 [500¥], Mortimer of london Greatcoat 
line suit2 (6/5) [3,000¥], 2 fingernail data storage2 [400¥], 100 
doses of fingerprint dust2 [200¥], 5 doses of luminal2 [50¥], 2 
rfiD microphones (1) [50¥], 2 flashlights [50¥], film camera2 
[250¥]
contacts (16): Ex-Spouse (Connection 2, loyalty 2) [4], lone 
Star Detective (Connection 3, loyalty 2) [5], Underworld Snitch 
(Connection 2, loyalty 1) [3], Brother Shamus (Connection 2, 
loyalty 2) [4]

ProfilEr (0.1 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.
Active skills (72): influence Group 4 [40], instruction 2 [8], 
Perception 6 [24]
knowledge skills (12): Psychology 5 (Profiling +2) [12]
Bioware (0.1 ess/1): Enhanced pheromone receptors3 (1) [0.1 
Ess/5,000¥]
contacts (15): imprisoned Serial Killer (Connection 2, loyalty 5) 
[7], old friend from the Agency (Connection 5, loyalty 3) [8]

rEPorTEr (1.18 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (66): Computer 4 [16], Data Search 4 [16], 
Etiquette 4 (Media +2) [18], Perception 4 [16]
knowledge skills (20): Journalism 5 [10], research 5 [10]
cyberware (1.18 ess/10): Datajack [0.1 Ess/500¥], Zeiss 
SenseSation livecaster cybersuite3 [1.08 Ess/49,500¥]
contacts (4): Editor (Connection 3, loyalty 1) [4]

riSinG roCKSTAr (0.88 ESS/125 BP)
Active skills (48): Artisan 5 (Singing +2) [22], Computer 3 
(Synthesizer +2) [14], Etiquette 3 [12]
knowledge skills (10): Guitar 2 [4], Music Composition 2 
(neuPunk +2) [6]
cyberware (0.56 ess/6): Cyberears (4, alphaware, w/audio 
enhancement (4), ear recording unit, increased sensitivity3, select 
sound filter (4), sound link) [0.4 Ess/28,000¥], 2 datajacks 

(alphaware) [0.16 Ess/2,000¥]
Bioware (0.60 ess/17): Dynamic chameleon skin3 [0.2 
Ess/7,000¥], echolocation3 (alphaware) [0.08 Ess/30,000¥], 
extended volume3 (3, alphaware) [0.24 Ess/24,000¥], vocal 
range enhancer3 (alphaware) [0.08 Ess/24,000¥]
gear (6): 10 micro-microphones2 (1) [500¥], guitar kit (w/virtual 
personality JetBlack) [600¥], handheld laser microphone2 (6) 
[300¥], 4 handheld directional microphones2 (1) [200¥], holo 
projector [200¥], clothing (stage costumes) [5,400¥], renraku 
sensei (running iris orb, w/optimization4 (Edit), sim module 
modified for BTl/hot-sim, subvocal microphone) [1,800¥], high 
lifestyle (2 months) [20,000¥], squatter lifestyle (2 months) 
[500¥]
Programs (1): Browse 5 [500¥], Command 5 [500¥], Edit 5 
[500¥], Exploit 3 [3,000¥], Scan 5 [500¥]
contacts (37): Drummer (Connection 1, loyalty 6) [7], local 
fan Club (Group contact, 20-99 members, sprawl-wide area of 
influence; Connection 2, loyalty 4) [12], P2.0 fan node (virtual 
contact, 100-1000 members, global area of influence, a minority 
have limited magical assets, active Matrix presence; Connection 
2, loyalty 4) [18]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 3 on the 
given commlink.

SinSEArACH TriBE MEMBEr (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.
Active skills (58): Etiquette 4 (Tribal +2) [18], outdoors Group 
2 [20], Stealth Group 2 [20]
knowledge skills (18): Salish 2 (Sinsearach +2) [6], Sinsearach 
lore 6 [12]
gear (0): Sinsearach ear stud [0¥]
contacts (24): Blood Sister (Connection 2, loyalty 6) [8], 
Sinsearach Tribe (Group contact, Connection 2, loyalty 6, 20-
99 members, District area of influence) [11], Elf Tribal Shaman 
(Connection 4, loyalty 1) [5]

SiXTH WorlD linGUiST (0.76 ESS/100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 10.
Active skills (30): influence Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (58): Amazonian Portuguese 4 [8], Aztlaner 
Spanish 4 [8], Khmer-Nāga 4 [8], Nahuatl 4 [8], Or’zet 4 [8], 
Perth-Athabaskans Sign language 4 [8], Sperethiel 4 (Eirann-
Sperethiel +2) [10]
cyberware (0.32 ess/1): 4 engraved3 datajacks (alphaware) 
[0.32 Ess/4,800¥], tooth storage compartment [200¥] 
Bioware (0.6 ess/8): Extended volume3 (2) [0.2 Ess/8,000¥], 
hearing enhancement3 [0.1 Ess/5,000¥], mnemonic 
enhancer (2) [0.2 Ess/15,000¥], vocal range enhancer3 [0.1 
Ess/12,000¥]
Programs (3): linguasofts (Chinese 2, English 2, french 2, 
Japanese 2, russian 2) [5,000¥], Tutorsofts (Aztlaner Sign 
language 5, Enochian 5, latin 5, Upvehu 5) [10,000¥]

SKillWirE JUnKiE (1.45 ESS/50 BP)
knowledge skills (10): Skillsofts 5 [10]
cyberware (0.9 ess/2): 2 datajacks [0.2 Ess/1,000¥], 
Skillwires (3) [0.6 Ess/6,000¥], Skillwire Expert System3 [0.1 
Ess/3,000¥]
Bioware (1.0 ess/25): reflex recorders (Athletics, Close 
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Combat, firearms, outdoors, Stealth) [1.0 Ess/125,000¥]
Programs (13): BTls [100¥], DocWagon Paramedic4 
[14,400¥], Knight Errant Self-Defense4 [14,400¥], linguasofts 
(Aztlaner Spanish 2, City Speak 3, Japanese 2, or’zet 2, Perkins-
Athabascan Sign language 2, Sperethiel 2) [6,500¥], Mitsuhama 
Home Mechanic4 [14,400¥], Whiskey noir4 [15,200¥]

SnEAK (0.7 ESS/75 BP)
Active skills (52): Disguise 3 [12], infiltration 5 [20], Shadowing 
5 [20]
knowledge skills (4): Camouflage 2 [4]
Bioware (0.7 ess/15): Enhanced articulation [0.3 
Ess/40,000¥], Hearing enhancement3 [0.1 Ess/5,000¥], 
reflex recorder (Stealth) [0.2 Ess/25,000¥], skin pocket3 [0.1 
Ess/5,000¥]
gear (4): Backpack2 [250¥], 25 applications of body paint2 
[250¥], 25 applications of olfactory camouflage2 [250¥], Urban 
explorer jumpsuit (6/6, w/thermal dampening (2)) [1,500¥], 
4 fake Sins (3) [12,000¥], fichetti pain inducer (w/chameleon 
coating2) [3,000¥], ruthenium polymer clothing2 (7,500¥), 
endoscope [250¥]

SniPEr (0.32 ESS/100 BP)
Active skills (98): Armorer 4 [16], long Arms 6 (Sniper rifles 
+2) [26], Perception 4 [16], Stealth Group 4 [40] 
Bioware (0.32 ess/1): Chameleon skin3 [0.2 Ess/4,000¥], 
nictating membrane (second-hand3) [0.12 Ess/1,000¥]
gear (1): Ares Desert Strike2 (w/silencer, 100 rounds 
subsonic2 ammo, 50 rounds EX-explosive ammo) [4,450¥], 
armorer kit [500¥], bottle of dry lubricant (25 uses) [50¥]

STrEET DoC (100 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.
Active skills (64): Cybertechnology 3 [12], first Aid 5 [20], 
Medicine 5 [20], negotiation 3 [12]
knowledge skills (16): Herbal remedies 3 [6], Street Drugs 5 
[10]
gear (16): DocWagon SrT ambulance2 [65,000¥], mobile 
medical shop3 [15,000¥]
contacts (4): Dr. Allcome (Connections 2, loyalty 2)

STrEET MUSiCiAn (1.0 ESS/75 BP)
Active skills (48): Artisan 5 (Bass Guitar +2) [22], Computer 
3 (Synthesizer +2) [14], Exotic ranged Weapon (Hypersonic 
Sound Beam) 3 [12]
knowledge skills (8): Guitar 2 (Bass +2) [6], Street rumors 1 
[2]
cyberware (0.7 ess/3): Cyberears (4, w/audio enhancement 
(4), ear recording unit, increased sensitivity3, select sound 
filter (4), sound link) [0.5 Ess/14,000¥], 2 datajacks [0.2 
Ess/1,000¥]
Bioware (0.6 ess/5): Extended volume3 (3) [0.3 Ess/12,000¥], 
slimworm3 [0.2 Ess/1,000¥], vocal range enhancer3 [0.1 
Ess/12,000¥]
gear (2): 10 micro-microphones2 (1) [500¥], guitar kit (w/
virtual personality ned Steinberger) [600¥], handheld laser 
microphone2 (6) [300¥], 4 handheld directional microphones2 
(1) [200¥], holo projector [200¥], 2 hypersonic sound beams2 
[400¥], renraku sensei (running iris orb, w/optimization3 (Edit), 

sim module modified for BTl/hot-sim, subvocal microphone) 
[2,800¥], rental storage locker (Squatter lifestyle, 10 months) 
[5,000¥]
Programs (1): Browse 5 [500¥], Command 5 [500¥], Edit 5 
[500¥], Exploit 3 [3,000¥], Scan 5 [500¥]
contacts (8): Groupie (Connection 2, loyalty 6) [8]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 3 on the 
given commlink.

STrEET SAMUrAi (120 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without 
penalty.
Active skills (110): Close Combat Group 4 [40], firearms Group 
4 [40], influence Group 3 [30]
knowledge skills (8): Bushido 4 [8] 
gear (2): 2 Ares Predator iv (loaded with hollow point ammo3, 
w/quick-draw holsters) [1,050¥], 2 Uzi iv (w/5 spare clips of 
regular ammo) [1,265¥], AK-98 (w/2 extra clips regular ammo) 
[1,170¥], Enfield AS-7 (w/5 spare drums of regular ammo) 
[1,465¥], katana [1,000¥], wakizashi (treat as long Cougar 
fineblade knife2) [900¥], 2 forearm snap blades [300¥], hidden 
gun arm slide w/Walther palm pistol2 (loaded w/EX-explosive 
rounds) [545¥], 10 shuriken [300¥], armor jacket (8/6) [900¥], 
lined coat (6/4) [700¥], 1 dose of Pepper Punch [5¥], pocket 
secretary (disposable commlink4 w/skinlink, trodes) [400¥]

THrill GAnGEr (75 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5. 
Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without penalty.
Active skills (32): Archery 3 [12], Close Combat Group 2 [20]
Knowledge Skills (30): BTls 3 [6], Chop Shops 3 [6], Gang Signs 
3 [6], Gang Turf 3 [6], Pimps 3 [6]
gear (5): low lifestyle (12 months) [24,000¥], knife [20¥], 
slingshot2 [30¥], armor jacket (8/6) [900¥], clothing (gang 
colors) [50¥]
contacts (8): Gang (Group contact; Connection 2, loyalty 4; 
2-19 members, District area of influence) [8]

TorTUrEr (75 BP)
Requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.
Active skills (50): Biotech Group 2 [20], intimidation 6 (Torture 
+2) [26], Perception 1 [4]
knowledge skills (16): Psychology 4 [8], Torture 4 [8]
gear (4): Torture room (13 lP advanced lifestyle5: Comforts 
1, Entertainment 1, necessities 3, neighborhood 3, Security 
5, Positive Quality: no neighbors; 3,800¥/month, 5 months) 
[19,000¥], 4 doses of breathtaker2 [200¥], knife [20¥], 
magemask2 [200¥], miniwelder [250¥], monofilament chainsaw 
[300¥], 50 plastic restraints [5¥], wire clippers [25¥]
contacts (5): Trauma Technician (Connection 2, loyalty 3) [5]

TrACKEr (100 BP)
Active skills (80): Perception 4 [16], Stealth Group 4 [40], 
Tracking 6 [24]
contacts (20): Bounty Hunter (Connection 4, loyalty 1) [5], 
Eagle Scout (Connection 1, loyalty 4) [5], lone Star Dispatcher 
(Connections 2, loyalty 3) [5], Skip Tracer (Connection 3, loyalty 
2) [5]
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WHEElMAn (2.6 ESS/100 BP)
Active skills (56): Pilot Aircraft 5 [20], Pilot Groundcraft 5 [20], 
Pilot Watercraft 4 [16]
knowledge skills (6): racing 3 [6]
cyberware (2.4 ess/14): Control rig (alphaware) [0.4 
Ess/20,000¥], move-by-wire3 (1) [2.0 Ess/50,000¥]
geneware (0.4 ess/6): reakt3 [0.4 Ess/30,000¥]
gear (18): Eurocar Westwind 3K [85,000¥], Thundercloud 
Contrail2 [5,000¥]

kits
The equipment kits in this section are designed to 

speed up the sometimes tedious process of buying gear for 
your characters. While they do not include every piece gear 
in Shadowrun, they do provide the basics sufficient for many 
characters. All of this equipment has an Availability no higher 
than 12, as per the guidelines for equipment purchased during 
character generation. At the gamemaster’s discretion, players 
may also purchase these kits during the game for the listed price 
with an availability of 12.

AnTHroriGGEr (125,000¥:25 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without 
penalty.
commlink (2,500¥): renraku Sensei (running renraku ichi) 
[1,600¥], 3 disposable commlinks [900¥]
Programs (44,000¥): Activesoft (Pilot Anthroform 4 w/adaptive 
scale4) [44,000¥]
clothing and Armor (3,300¥): 3 Armor vests (6/4) [1,800¥], 2 
latex face masks [1,000¥], clothing (suitable outfits for humanoid 
walkers) [500¥]
weapons (8,700¥): Ares Alpha [1,700¥], ingram White Knight 
[2,000¥], Walther MA 2100 [5,000¥]
vehicles and drones (63,500¥): 6 Toyota MK centipede 
S&rs2 [6,000¥], Mesametric Beaver2 [4,000¥], 2 renraku 
Manservant-32 (w/Mimic2 (3)) [35,000¥], Wuxing Crimson 
Samurai2 (w/body stabilizer2 (3)) [18,500¥]
misc. gear (3,000¥): 3 fake Sins (1, for manservants and 
samurai) [3,000¥]

ArMorEr (110,000¥:22 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without 
penalty.
lifestyle (7,000¥): Workspace (17 lP advanced lifestyle5: 
Comforts 1, Entertainment 1, necessities 5, neighborhood 3, 
Security 5, Positive Quality: Security Conscious; 7,000¥/month, 
1 month) [7,000¥]
clothing and Armor (1,950¥): victory industrious coverall2 (w/
hard hat2) (5/6) [950¥], victory industrious winterized coverall2 
(6/5) [1,000¥]
misc. gear (101,050¥): Armorer facility [100,000¥], armorer 
kit [500¥], glasses (1, w/image link) [50¥], premium Matrix 
service4 (5 months) [500¥]

BASiC HACKEr i (60,000¥:12 BP)
commlink (28,050¥): fairlight Caliban (running novatech navi, 
response upgraded to 5, w/armor4 (6), cryptosense module4, 
customized interface4, fetch module4 (3), hardening4 (6), sim 
module modified for BTl/hot-sim, response enhancer4 (3)) 

[27,450¥], 2 disposable commlinks4 [600¥]
Programs (31,080¥): Eastern-Tiger Palladium4 [6,640¥], 
Eurosoft Clavicula4 [4,700¥], Exploit 6 [6,000¥], fTl Matrixware 
Power Suite4 [1,240¥], Homewrecker4 [6,000¥], iris Antivirus4 
[1,500¥], Stealth 5 [5,000¥]
misc. gear (1,870¥): Glasses (1, w/image link) [50¥], hardware 
kit [500¥], optical tap4 [100¥], premium Matrix service4 (1 year) 
[1,200¥], electronic paper [20¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

BASiC HACKEr ii (80,000¥:16 BP)
commlink (30,950¥): fairlight Caliban (firewall 5, System 5, 
response upgraded to 5, w/armor4 (6), cryptosense module4, 
customized interface4, fetch module4 (3), hardening4 (6), sim 
module modified for BTl/hot-sim, response enhancer4 (3)) 
[30,950¥]
Programs (43,500¥): Analyze 5 [500¥], Armor 4 [4,000¥], 
Attack 4 [4,000¥], Browse 5 [500¥], Biofeedback filter 4 
[4,000¥], Command 5 [500¥], Decrypt 5 [5,000¥], Edit 5 
[500¥], Encrypt 5 [500¥], Exploit 6 [6,000¥], Medic 4 [4,000¥], 
Purge4 5 [500¥], Scan 5 [500¥], Sniffer 4 [4,000¥], Stealth 5 
[5,000¥], Track 4 [4,000 ¥]
clothing and Armor (2,100¥): Actioneer business clothes (w/
feedback clothing) (5/3) [2,000¥], hard hat2 (+2/+0) [50¥], 
vintage “Sprechen sie Drachen?” Saeder-Krupp t-shirt [50¥]
weapons (1,500¥): Taurus Multi-62 (w/weapon commlink2 
(disposable commlink4)) [1,500¥]
misc. gear (1,950¥): Glasses (1, w/image link) [50¥], hardware 
kit [500¥], optical tap4 [100¥], premium Matrix service4 (1 year) 
[1,200¥], 5 sheets of electronic paper [100¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 5 on the 
given commlink.

BASiC HACKEr iii (90,000¥:18 BP)
commlink (31,650¥): fairlight Caliban (firewall 6, System 6, 
response upgraded to 5, w/armor4 (6), cryptosense module4, 
customized interface4, fetch module4 (3), hardening4 (6), sim 
module modified for BTl/hot-sim, response enhancer4 (3)) 
[31,650¥]
Programs (54,500¥): Analyze 5 [500¥], Armor 5 [5,000¥], 
Attack 5 [5,000¥], Black Hammer 3 [3,000¥], Blackout 
[3,000¥], Browse 5 [500¥], Biofeedback filter 5 [5,000¥], 
Command 5 [500¥], Decrypt 5 [5,000¥], Edit 5 [500¥], Encrypt 
5 [500¥], Exploit 6 [6,000¥], Medic 4 [4,000¥], Purge4 5 
[500¥], Scan 5 [500¥], Sniffer 5 [5,000¥], Stealth 5 [5,000¥], 
Track 5 [5,000¥]
clothing and Armor (400¥): leather jacket (w/nonconductivity 
1) (2/2) [400¥]
weapons (1,500¥): Taurus Multi-62 (w/weapon commlink2 
(disposable commlink4)) [1,500¥]
misc. gear (1,950¥): Glasses (1, w/image link) [50¥], hardware 
kit [500¥], optical tap4 [100¥], premium Matrix service4 (1 year) 
[1,200¥], 5 sheets of electronic paper [100¥]

BASiC riGGEr i (75,000¥:15 BP)
lifestyle (2,000¥): Secure Garage (7 lP advanced lifestyle5: 
Comforts 0, Entertainment 0, necessities 2, neighborhood 2, 
Security 3; 500¥ a month, 4 months paid in advance) [2,000¥]
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commlink (22,750¥): fairlight Caliban (running novatech navi, 
response upgraded to 5, w/armor4 (6), cryptosense module4, 
customized interface4, fetch module4 (3), hardening4 (6), sim 
module modified for BTl/hot-sim, response enhancer4 (3)) 
[22,450¥], disposable commlink4 [300¥]
Programs (20,700¥): Command 5 [500¥], ECCM 5 [5,000¥], 
Eurosoft Clavicula4 [4,700¥], Exploit 5 [5,000¥], Scan 5 [500¥], 
Spoof 5 [5,000¥]
vehicles and drones (23,000¥): CrashCart AutoDoc [4,000¥], 
Mesametric Beaver2 [4,000¥], 2 lone Star iBalls2 [3,000¥], 
micro-tapper bug4 [1,000¥], repeater drone4 [3,000¥], 
Shiawase kanmushi [1,000¥], S-B microskimmer [1,000¥], 
Thundercloud Contrail2 [5,000¥], Toyota MK-Centipede S&r2 
[1,000¥]
misc. gear (1,550¥): Armorer kit [500¥], automotive mechanic 
kit [500¥], hardware kit [500¥], glasses (1, w/image link) 
[50¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

BASiC riGGEr ii (90,000¥:18 BP)
lifestyle (5,000¥): Secure Garage (7 lP advanced lifestyle5: 
Comforts 0, Entertainment 0, necessities 2, neighborhood 
2, Security 3; 500¥ a month, 10 months paid in advance) 
[5,000¥]
commlink (31,250¥): fairlight Caliban (firewall 5, System 5, 
response upgraded to 5, w/armor4 (6), cryptosense module4, 
customized interface4, fetch module4 (3), hardening4 (6), sim 
module modified for BTl/hot-sim, response enhancer4 (3)) 
[30,950¥], disposable commlink4 [300¥]
Programs (25,200¥): Analyze 5 [500¥], Browse 5 [500¥], 
Command 5 [500¥], ECCM 5 [5,000¥], Edit 5 [500¥], Eurosoft 
Clavicula4 [4,700¥], Exploit 5 [5,000¥], Purge4 5 [500¥], Scan 5 
[500¥], Spoof 5 [5,000¥], vehicle identification2 5 [2,500¥]
vehicles and drones (27,000¥): CrashCart AutoDoc [4,000¥], 
Mesametric Beaver2 [4,000¥], 2 lone Star iBalls2 [3,000¥], 
micro-tapper bug4 [1,000¥], repeater drone4 [3,000¥], 
Shiawase kanmushi [1,000¥], S-B microskimmer [1,000¥], 
Thundercloud Contrail2 [5,000¥], 5 Toyota MK-Centipede 
S&rs2 [5,000¥]
misc. gear (1,550¥): Armorer kit [500¥], automotive mechanic 
kit [500¥], hardware kit [500¥], glasses (1, w/image link) 
[50¥]

BASiC riGGEr iii (150,000¥:30 BP)
lifestyle (6,000¥): Secure Garage (7 lP advanced lifestyle5: 
Comforts 0, Entertainment 0, necessities 2, neighborhood 
2, Security 3; 500¥ a month, 12 months paid in advance) 
[6,000¥]
commlink (31,250¥): fairlight Caliban (firewall 5, System 5, 
response upgraded to 5, w/armor4 (6), cryptosense module4, 
customized interface4, fetch module4 (3), hardening4 (6), sim 
module modified for BTl/hot-sim, response enhancer4 (3)) 
[30,950¥], disposable commlink4 [300¥]
Programs (25,200¥): Analyze 5 [500¥], Browse 5 [500¥], 
Command 5 [500¥], ECCM 5 [5,000¥], Edit 5 [500¥], Eurosoft 
Clavicula4 [4,700¥], Exploit 5 [5,000¥], Purge4 5 [500¥], Scan 5 
[500¥], Spoof 5 [5,000¥], vehicle identification2 5 [2,500¥]
vehicles and drones (71,000¥): CrashCart AutoDoc [4,000¥], 

GMC Bulldog Step-van [35,000¥], Mesametric Beaver2 
[4,000¥], 2 lone Star iBalls2 [3,000¥], micro-tapper bug4 
[1,000¥], repeater drone4 [3,000¥], Shiawase kanmushi 
[1,000¥], S-B microskimmer [1,000¥], 2 steel lynx [10,000¥], 
Thundercloud Contrail2 [5,000¥], 5 Toyota MK-Centipede 
S&rs2 [5,000¥]
misc. gear (16,550¥): Armorer kit [500¥], armorer shop 
[5,000¥], automotive mechanic kit [500¥], automatic mechanic 
shop [5,000¥], hardware kit [500¥], hardware shop [5,000¥], 
glasses (1, w/image link) [50¥]

BASiC rUnnEr i (20,000¥:4 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without 
penalty.
lifestyle (10,000¥): low lifestyle (5 months) [10,000¥]
commlink (1,750¥): CMT Clip (running renraku ichi w/Ar 
gloves) [1,550¥], 2 disposable commlinks4 [600¥]
Programs (300¥): Browse 3 [150¥], Edit 3 [150¥], Scan 1 
[0¥]
clothing and Armor (700¥): lined coat (6/4) [700¥]
weapons (200¥): Colt America l36 [150¥], survival knife 
[50¥]
misc. gear (7,050¥): Basic DocWagon contract (1 year) 
[5,000¥], fake Sin (2) [2,000¥], glasses (1, w/image link) 
[50¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 2 on the 
given commlink.

BASiC rUnnEr ii (40,000¥:8 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without 
penalty.
lifestyle (25,000¥): Middle lifestyle (5 months) [25,000¥]
commlink (3,050¥): novatech Airware (running iris orb w/Ar 
gloves, customized interface4) [2,750¥], disposable commlink4 
[300¥]
Programs (480¥): fTl Matrixware net Wizard4 [480¥]
clothing and Armor (1,250¥): Armor jacket (w/SecureTech 
PPP forearm guards2, shin guards2) (8/8) [1,250¥]
weapons (2,170¥): Ares Predator iv [350¥], monofilament 
sword [750¥], Mossberg AM-CMDT [1,000¥], survival knife 
[50¥], throwing knife [20¥]
misc. gear (8,050¥): Basic DocWagon contract (1 year) 
[5,000¥], fake Sin (3) [3,000¥], glasses (1, w/image link) 
[50¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 3 on the 
given commlink.

BASiC rUnnEr iii (85,000¥:17 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 5 to wear armor without 
penalty.
lifestyle (30,000¥): Middle lifestyle (6 months) [30,000¥]
commlink (6,755¥): Transys Avalon (running iris orb w/Ar 
gloves, customized interface4, printer, sim module modified for 
BTl/hot-sim) [5,005¥]
Programs (6,160¥): fTl Matrixware Power Suite4 [1,240¥], 
Pocket Hacker4 [4,920¥]
clothing and Armor (1,450¥): Armor jacket (w/SecureTech 
PPP forearm guards2, shin guards2, vitals protector2) (10/9) 
[1,450¥]
weapons (3,635¥): Ares Predator iv (w/internal smartlink, 
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spare clip APDS ammo) [800¥], monofilament sword [750¥], 
Mossberg AM-CMDT (w/internal smartlink) [2,000¥], ceramic 
knife2 [75¥]
vehicles and drones (5,000¥): Thundercloud Contrail 
[5,000¥]2

misc. gear (32,000¥): Gold DocWagon contract (1 year) 
[25,000¥], fake Sin (3) [3,000¥], earbuds (3, w/select sound 
filter (3)) [630¥], glasses (3, w/image link, smartlink) [600¥], 
premium Matrix service4 (1 year) [1,200¥], 1 dose of CS/tear 
gas [20¥], micro-transceiver (6) [1,200¥], tag eraser [150¥], 
white noise generator (2) [100¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 3 on the 
given commlink.

CoMBAT BiKEr (50,000¥:10 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 5 to wear armor without 
penalty.
Programs (2,000¥): Autosoft (Pilot Ground vehicle 4) 
[2,000¥]
clothing and Armor (800¥): Bike racing armor2 (w/helmet, 
quick-draw holster) (5/9) [800¥]
vehicles and drones (47,200¥): Thundercloud Contrail2 
(Pilot upgraded to 4, w/engine customization2 (Accel, Speed), 
fuzzy logic2, termination system2 (basic), motorcycle gyro 
stabilization2, nanomaintenance system2 (2), smart tires2, 
weapon mount2 (normal size, fixed flexibility, remote control2)) 
[47,200¥]

CoMBAT HACKEr (60,000¥:12 BP)
commlink (24,685¥): Browning Ultra-Power2 (w/weapon 
commlink2 (custom commlink, firewall 6, response 5, Signal 
5, System 6 w/armor4 (10), biometric lock4, chemical seal4, 
customized interface4, hardening4 (6), sim module modified 
for BTl/hot-sim, response enhancer4 (3), nanopaste trodes, 
skinlink), internal smartgun system, melee hardening2, spare clip 
of regular ammo) [24,685¥]
Programs (35,000¥): Armor 5 [5,000¥], Attack 5 [5,000¥], 
Black Hammer 5 [5,000¥], Blackout 5 [5,000¥], Disarm4 5 
[5,000¥], Medic 5 [5,000¥], nuke4 5 [5,000¥]
clothing and Armor (200¥): SecureTech PPP vitals protector2 
(1/1) [200¥]
misc. gear (115¥): Premium Matrix service4 (1 month) [100¥], 
snuff box (3 doses of snuff)2 [15¥]

CovErT oPS (75,000¥:15 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without 
penalty.
lifestyle (10,000¥): High lifestyle (1 month) [10,000¥]
commlink (4,750¥): Hermes ikon (running novatech navi, w/
Ar gloves) [4,750¥]
Programs (480¥): fTl Matrixware net Wizard4 [480¥]
clothing and Armor (9,490¥): Armor jacket (8/6) [900¥], 
chameleon suit2 (6/4) [8,000¥], clothing (nurse’s outfit) [180¥], 
wig [10¥], SecureTech PPP vitals protector2 (w/nonconductive 
1) (+1/+1) [400¥]
weapons (6,320¥): 5 flash-paks [1,000¥], 5 smoke grenades 
[150¥], briefcase rocket2 [1,400¥], Hammerli 620S2 (w/
silencer, 10 clips regular ammo) [1,100¥], ingram Smartgun 
X (w/laser designator2 (6), 5 clips subsonic2 ammo) [1,640¥], 

monofilament sword [750¥], shock gloves [200¥], concealable 
holster [75¥], spare clip [5¥]
misc. gear (43,960¥): 20 slap patches2 (w/1 dose of arsenic2 
each) [2,420¥], appraisal shop2 [5,000¥], area jammer (4) 
[2,000¥], autopicker (4) [800¥], ballpoint pen microtransceiver2 
(4) [2,000¥], body cavity escape kit2 [10,000¥], climbing gear2 
[200¥], fake Sin (3) [3,000¥], gas mask [100¥], gecko tape 
gloves [250¥], glasses (1, w/image link) [50¥], ear buds (3, w/
select sound filter 3) [630¥], grapple gun (w/200 meters of 
stealth rope, catalyst stick) [790¥], handheld non-linear junction 
detector2 (3) [300¥], keycard copier (6) [1,800¥], laés cigarette2 
[25¥], lockpick set [300¥], maglock passkey (4) [8,000¥], medkit 
(6) [600¥], rfiD camera (1) [100¥], monofilament chainsaw 
[300¥], operations cleanup shop2 [5,000¥], rappelling gloves 
[70¥], white noise generator (4) [200¥], wire clippers [25¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

ElECTroniC WArfArE (50,000¥:10 BP)
commlink (9,800¥): Transys Avalon (running novatech navi, 
Signal upgraded to 6, w/hardening4 (6), subvocal microphone, 
nanotrodes) [9,800¥]
Programs (24,700¥): Analyze 6 [600¥], Browse 6 [600¥], 
Command 6 [600¥], ECCM [5,000¥], Edit 6 [600¥], Eurosoft 
Clavicula4 [4,700¥], Exploit 3 [1,500¥], reality filter 5 [500¥], 
Scan 6 [600¥], Sniffer 5 [5,000¥], Track 5 [5,000¥]
vehicles and drones (4,000¥): Micro-tapper bug4 [1,000¥], 
repeater drone4 [3,000¥]
misc. gear (11,500¥): Area jammer (4) [2,000¥], directional 
jammer (6) [3,000¥], faraday cage4 (6 cubic meters) [600¥], 
headjammer (6) [1,500¥], 25 mesh tags4 [50¥], skinweb array4 
[200¥], smart area jammer2 (4) [4,000¥], tag eraser [150¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 3 on the 
given commlink.

JoE/JAnE CoMMlinK (30,000¥:6 BP)
commlink (22,310¥): Custom-built commlink (firewall 6, 
response 5, Signal 5, System 6, w/customized interface4, sim 
module) [22,310¥]
Programs (5,090¥): Analyze 6 [600¥], Browse 6 [600¥], 
Command 6 [600¥], Edit 6 [600¥], Encrypt 6 [600¥], Miracle 
Shooter (4 months) [90¥], Purge4 6 [600¥], reality filter 6 
[600¥], Scan 6 [600¥], virtual Pet [100¥], virtual Weather 
[100¥]
clothing and Armor (1,600¥): Clothing (several outfits of 
feedback clothing) [1,600¥]
misc. gear (1,000¥): Ar gloves [250¥], glasses (1, w/image 
link) [50¥], hardware kit [500¥], skinweb array4 [200¥]

JoUrnAliST (25,000¥:5 BP)
commlink (4,555¥): novatech Airware (running novatech 
navi, optimization4 (Edit), sim module modified for BTl/hot-sim, 
printer, simrig, trodes) [4,555¥]
Programs (500¥): Edit 5 [500¥], Scan 1 [0¥]
clothing and Armor (500¥): Clothing (journalistic disguises) 
[500¥]
misc. gear (19,445¥): 3 rfiD cameras (1) [300¥], 6 rfiD 
microphones (1) [300¥], 3 fake Sins (3) [9,000¥], contacts 
(2, w/vision magnification and vision enhancement (3)) [500¥], 
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flashlight [25¥], professional camera2 (w/macro lens and super-
telephoto lens) [7,300¥], hand-held ultrawideband radar sensor 
(4) [2,000¥], 4 stealth tags [20¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 3 on the 
given commlink.

lifE in THE GUTTEr (55,000¥:11 BP)
lifestyle (50,000¥): Permanent Squatter lifestyle [50,000¥]
commlink (600¥): Disposable commlink4 (w/sim module 
modified for BTl/hot-sim, trodes) [600¥]
Programs (95¥): BTl recordings [95¥], Scan 1 [0¥]
clothing and Armor (250¥): Synthleather jacket (2/2) [200¥], 
street clothes [50¥]
weapons (30¥): Steel pipe (club) [30¥]
misc. gear (4,025¥): Certified credstick [25¥], fake Sin (3) 
[3,000¥], basic Matrix service4 (1 year) [300¥], 10 doses of 
betameth2 (w/pipe) [200¥], balloon (w/10 doses of pixie dust2) 
[400¥], pill bottle (100 doses of betel2) [100¥]

lifE on THE STrEETS (205,000¥:41 BP)
lifestyle (200,000¥): Permanent low lifestyle [200,000¥]
commlink (300¥): Metalink (running vector Xim) [300¥]
Programs (480¥): fTl Matrixware netwizard4 [480¥], Scan 1 
[0¥]
clothing and Armor (300¥): leather jacket (2/2) [200¥], 
street clothes [100¥]
weapons (120¥): Streetline Special [100¥], knife [20¥]
misc. gear (3,800¥): Certified credstick [25¥], fake license (4, 
streetline special) [400¥], fake Sin (3) [3,000¥], respirator (3) 
[300¥], 3 stimulant patches (1) [75¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 1 on the 
given commlink.

MECHAniC (125,000¥:25 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without 
penalty.
lifestyle (7,000¥): Workspace (17 lP advanced lifestyle5: 
Comforts 1, Entertainment 1, necessities 5, neighborhood 3, 
Security 5, Positive Quality: Security Conscious; 7,000¥/month, 
1 month) [7,000¥]
clothing and Armor (950¥): victory industrious coverall2 (w/
hard hat2) (5/6) [950¥]
misc. gear (117,050¥): Aeronautics mechanic kit [500¥], 
appraisal shop2 [5,000¥], automotive mechanic facility 
[100,000¥], automotive mechanic kit [500¥], cybertechnology 
shop [5,000¥], hardware kit [500¥], hardware shop [5,000¥], 
monocle (1, w/image link) [50¥], nautical mechanics kit [500¥]

MiCroriGGEr (40,000¥:8 BP)
commlink (12,250¥): Transys Avalon [response upgraded to 
5, running novatech navi, customized interface4, Ar gloves, 
biometric reader, datalock module4 (3), sim module modified for 
BTl/hot-sim, skinlink, satellite link, trodes) [12,250¥]
Programs (15,400¥): Analyze 4 [400¥], Browse 5 [500¥], 
Command 5 [500¥], ECCM 5 [5,000¥], Edit 5 [500¥], Exploit 5 
[5,000¥], iris Antivirus4 [1,500¥], reality filter 5 [500¥], Scan 
5 [500¥], Sniffer 2 [1,000¥]
vehicles and drones (12,350¥): Bust-A-Move2 [350¥], 
Cyberspace Designs dragonfly2 [2,500¥], ferret rPD-1X2 

[3,000¥], lone Star iBall2 [1,500¥], MCT fly-Spy [2,000¥], 
Shiawase Kanmushi [1,000¥], S-B microskimmer [1,000¥], 
Toyota MK-Centipede2 [1,000¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 4 on the 
given commlink.

nAnoTECHnoloGiST (130,000¥:26 BP)
lifestyle (10,000¥): High lifestyle (1 month) [10,000¥]
commlink (350¥): Disposable commlink4 (w/trodes) [350¥]
clothing and Armor (35,000¥): Evo Worldwear subscription3 
(1 year) [35,000¥]
weapons (31,500¥): light crossbow2 [300¥], 8 injection bolts2 
(two loaded with Cutters3, two loaded with Hacker nanites4 (3), 
two loaded with Deactivators3 (6), two loaded with fuzz3 (5)) 
[30,800¥]
misc. gear (54,650¥): 7 doses of Altskin3 (w/sealer3 and 
shade3) [13,650¥], 3 doses of etchers3 [1,500¥], 5 temporary 
nanomemory tattoos4 [1,000¥], nanoscanner3 (6) [15,000¥], 
3 doses of nanoSpy3 [21,000¥], Savior medkit3 [2,000¥], small 
container of nanopaste disguise [500¥]

oCCUlTECHnoloGiST (100,000¥:20 BP)
lifestyle (25,000¥): Sanctum sanctorum (15 lP advanced 
lifestyle5: Comforts 2, Entertainment 2, necessities 2, 
neighborhood 2, Security 2, Positive Quality: Aspected Domain; 
5,000¥/month, 5 months paid in advance) [25,000¥]
commlink (4,100¥): novatech Airware (running iris orb, w/
pocket mage library2 (3), trodes) [4,100¥]
Programs (13,400¥): Manadyne Archmage4 (w/lifeline4 
option) [13,400¥], Scan 1 [0¥]
clothing and Armor (4,500¥): leather jacket (w/fire 
resistance (6), nonconductivity (6)) (2/2) [2,000¥], Magical 
neo-Postmodern wardrobe [2,500¥]

misc. gear (53,000¥): Enchanting shop1 [50,000¥], magical 
lodge (force 6) [3,000¥]

SPiDEr (70,000¥:14 BP)
commlink (23,250¥): fairlight Caliban (firewall 5, System 
5, response upgraded to 5, w/response enhancer4 (3), sim 
module modified for BTl/hot-sim) [23,250¥]
Programs (45,670¥): Analyze 3 [150¥], Armor 4 [4,000¥], 
Attack 4 [4,000¥], Blackout 4 [4,000¥], Bio-feedback filter 
5 [5,000¥], Browse 4 [400¥], Command 3 [150¥], ECCM 4 
[4,000¥], Edit 2 [100¥], Encryption Prescription4 4 [9,360¥], 
Medic 2 [1,000¥], Scan 3 [150¥], Track 4 [4,000¥], Watanabe 
Electric Kitsune4 4 [9,360¥]
misc. gear (1,080¥): 7 doses of overdrive2[1,050¥], 6 stealth 
tags [30¥]

SUMMonEr (40,000¥:8 BP)
Programs (20,000¥): Knowsofts (Conjuring Background 5, 
Spirits 5) [20,000¥]
clothing and Armor (250¥): Clothing (Ceremonial robes and 
masks) [250¥]
misc. gear (19,750¥): 5 doses of wudu’aku2 [5,750¥], binding 
materials (18 force worth) [9,000¥], magical lodge materials 
(force 6) [3,000¥], Do-it-yourself Golem Kit (high-quality stone 
and diagrams for a force 2 stone homunculus1) [2,000¥]
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THiEf (35,000¥:7 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without 
penalty.
clothing and Armor (9,400¥): Chameleon suit2 (6/4) [8,000¥], 
clothing (wide variety of disguises) [1,400¥]
misc. gear (25,600¥): 1 dose of alkahest2 [100¥], appraisal 
kit2 [500¥], autopicker (6) [1,200¥], cellular glove molder (3) 
[600¥], chisel [20¥], climbing gear [200¥], diving gear2 [2,000¥], 
flashlight [25¥], gecko tape gloves [250¥], glasscutter2 [10¥], 
grapple gun (w/1,000m of microwire) [1,000¥], hand-held 
camera neutralizer2 (3) [750¥], industrial mechanic kit [500¥], 
keycard copier (6) [1,800¥], 8 latex face masks [4,000¥], 
lockpick set [300¥], MageSight goggles2 (w/15 meters of 
Mage Sight cable2) [2,900¥], maglock passkey (4) [8,000¥], 
miniwelder [250¥], monofilament chainsaw [300¥], rappelling 
gloves [70¥], sequencer (4) [800¥], wire clippers [25¥]

TrAnSlATor (125,000¥:25 BP)
Programs (125,000¥): linguasofts: (Basque 5, Dutch 5, English 
5, Eirann-Sperethiel 5, french 5, German 5, italian 5, Polish 5, 
Portuguese 5, Spanish 5) [25,000¥], (Chinese 5, filipino 5, Korean 
5, Mongolian 5, Japanese 5, Khmer Nāga 5, Malay 5, Russian 
5, Thai 5, vietnamese 5) [25,000¥], (Amazonian Portuguese 5, 
American Sign language 5, Aztlaner Sign language 5, Aztlaner 
Spanish 5, Creole 5, nahuatl 5, navajo 5, Perth-Athabaskans 
Sign language 5, Salish 5, Sperethiel 5) [25,000¥], (Arabic 5, 
Bengali 5, Greek 5, Hebrew 5, Hindustani 5, Kurdish 5, Persian 
5, Punjabi 5, Tibetan 5, Turkish 5) [25,000¥], (Afrikaans 5, 
Amharic 5, Coptic 5, Somali 5, Sumerian 5, Swahili 5, Tamazight 
5, Xhosa 5, yoruban 5, Zulu 5) [25,000¥]

UrBAn SUrvivAliST (5,000¥:1 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without 
penalty.
clothing and Armor (1,400¥): Camouflage suit2 (urban) (8/6) 
[1,200¥], SecureTech PPP vitals protector2 (1/1) [200¥]
misc. gear (3,600¥): Backpack2 [250¥], camouflage netting2 
(20 sq. meters, urban) [200¥], handheld sensor2 (atmosphere 
sensor (3), barometric, thermometric) [295¥], rfiD Geiger 
counter2 [50¥], protection tent2 (1) [2,000¥], radiation film 
badge2 [25¥], 2 ration pouches2 (6 day supply of rations2) 
[100¥], respirator (3) [300¥], sleeping bag2 [75¥], solar still2 
[200¥], survival kit2 [100¥], water purification tablet2 [5¥]

vAMPirE HUnTEr (15,000¥:3 BP)
Requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without 
penalty.
commlink (4,100¥): novatech Airware (running iris orb, w/
pocket mage library2 (3), trodes) [4,100¥]
Programs (2,200¥): Analyze 1 [50¥], Browse 2 [100¥], Edit 1 
[50¥], Scan 1 [0¥], Wildlife Spotter2 4 [2,000¥]
clothing and Armor (3,250¥): Bunker gear2 (w/helmet) (4/8) 
[3,250¥]
weapons (4,825¥): 10 white phosphorous grenades2 
[1,200¥], combat axe [600¥], franchi SPAS-222 (w/internal 
smartlink, 20 rounds silver shotgun rounds2) [3,000¥], knife 
[20¥], 5 sharpened stakes [5¥]
misc. gear (625¥): Contacts (2, w/image link, smartlink) 
[625¥]
notes: Programs will only run at a maximum rating 1 on the 
given commlink.

DiSClAiMEr:
The Topps Company, inc. has sole ownership of the names, and/or any proprietary material used in connection with the game 
Shadowrun. The Topps Company, inc. is not affiliated with the author, robert Derie, in any official capacity whatsoever. The 
information contained in this website is for non-commercial entertainment purposes only.
The concept of PACKS was originally created by Peter Taylor and robert Derie. Thanks to Mark Dynna for help proofing various 
drafts.
i’d like to extend my sincere thanks to all the volunteer proofers: Bladehate, crizh, Da9iel, Deadmannumberone, Glyph, 
gtjormungand, Mesh, nomad, raven the Trickster, ryu, tagz, wiley
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adePt SetS requirementS
Arcane requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 2

Aura Auger requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 4

Bluffer requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 4

Einar requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 6

fist of Thunder requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 1 

free runner requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 5

Gunslinger Adept requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 3

Healer requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 2

Ki Master requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 5

negamage requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 4

rememberer requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 3

Sentinel requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 1 

Silent Way Adept requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 6

Stabby Adept requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 3

Striker requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 3

magiC ProfileS requirementS
Astral Martial Artist (100 BP)

Combat Sorcerer (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) quality. Minimum Body 3 to 
wear armor without penalty.

Dowser (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or the Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality and the 
Astral Perception adept power. Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.

Elementalist (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality. Minimum attribute 
Charisma 2.

Exorcist (110 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality.

focus Addict (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality. Minimum attribute 
Magic 4. Minimum logic 4 to be able to have all foci active at once.

former Wage Mage (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality.  Minimum attributes 
(logic + intuition) = 3.

illusionist (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality.

Magical Healer (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality and the 
Astral Perception adept power.

Manatechnologist (0.2 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5.

recon Shaman (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality and the 
Astral Perception adept power. Minimum attribute Charisma 2.

ritualist (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality.

Street Alchemist (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality. Minimum attributes 
(logic + intuition) = 5.

Street Druid (75 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality and the 
Astral Perception adept power.

Street Shaman (120 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality and the 
Astral Perception adept power. Minimum attribute Charisma 2. Minimum attribute 
Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.

Street Witch (100 BP) requirements: Magician (15 BP) Quality, or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality and the 
Astral Perception adept power. Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.

Talislegger (100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 8.

Theoretical Thaumaturgist (50 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.

taBleS
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matrix ProfileS requirementS
Bot Herder (100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 8.

Combat rigger (0.5 Ess/100 BP)

Cracker (0.7 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.

Data Miner (100 BP)

Datasmith (100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.

Drone Whisperer (120 BP) requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) quality. Minimum attributes resonance 3 and 
logic 3.

Gunsel Karcist (2.2 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attribute resonance 3.

Hidden Technomancer (120 BP) requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attribute resonance 3.

Matrix Scavenger (100 BP)

off-the-Shelf Hacker (100 BP)

People Watcher (50 BP) requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attributes resonance 3 and 
logic 4.

resonance warrior (100 BP) requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attributes resonance 3 and 
logic 5.

rigger Mechanic (0.96 Ess/100 BP)

Threader (100 BP) requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attributes resonance 3 and 
logic 3.

Tracer (100 BP)

Warez Pirate (120 BP) requirements: Technomancer (5 BP) Quality. Minimum attributes resonance 5 and 
(logic + intuition) = 4.

adePt SetS requirementS
Tank requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 5

The voice requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 1 

Twitch requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 6

Willworker requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 2

yogin requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 6

Zen Disciple requirements: Adept (5 BP) or Mystic Adept (10 BP) Quality, min Magic 6

ShadoW ProfileS requirementS
Bodyguard (2.68 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4. Minimum Body 5 to wear 

armor without penalty.

BoosteD Ganger (5.2 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5. Minimum Body 4 to wear 
armor without penalty.

Brawler (100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.

Broker (100 BP)

ConMan (0.56 Ess/125 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.

Courier (0.48 Ess/50 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4. Minimum Body 3 to wear 
armor without penalty.

Cybertactician (1.6 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 6.

D-Man (0.5 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3. Minimum Body 2 to wear 
armor without penalty.

Druggist (1.26 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4. Minimum Body 2 to wear 
armor without penalty.

taBleS
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ShadoW ProfileS requirementS
Elf focus (0.2 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 8. Minimum Strength of 5 to 

use bow, minimum Body 5 to wear armor without penalty.

Ex-Cop (100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5. Minimum Body 3 to wear 
armor without penalty.

fire Support (0.9 Ess/50 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 6 to wear armor without penalty.

former Career Military (0.1 Ess/100 
BP)

former Cultist (75 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5. Minimum Body 2 to wear 
armor without penalty.

former Executive (75 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.

former Joygirl/Boy (2.4 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5.

former Special forces (2.85 Ess/250 
BP)

Genefreak (1.3 Ess/75 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.

Heavy Weapons Expert (75 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.

Mafia Associate (100 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.

Merc officer (120 BP)

off-the-shelf samurai (4.8 Ess/100 BP)

ork focus (0.63 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5.

Posthuman operative (5.64 Ess/75 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.

Private investigator (100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4. Minimum Body 3 to wear 
armor without penalty.

Profiler (0.1 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.

reporter (1.18 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.

rising rockstar (0.88 Ess/125 BP)

Sinsearach Tribe Member (100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.

Sixth World linguist (0.76 Ess/100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 10.

Skillwire Junkie (1.45 Ess/50 BP)

Sneak (0.7 Ess/75 BP)

Sniper (0.32 Ess/100 BP)

Street Doc (100 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 3.

Street Musician (1.0 Ess/75 BP)

Street Samurai (120 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without penalty.

Thrill Ganger (75 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 5. Minimum Body 4 to wear 
armor without penalty.

Torturer (75 BP) requirements: Minimum attributes (logic + intuition) = 4.

Tracker (100 BP)

Wheelman (2.6 Ess/100 BP)

taBleS
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KitS requirementS
Anthrorigger (125,000¥:25 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.

Armorer (110,000¥:22 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.

Basic hacker i (60,000¥:12 BP)

Basic hacker ii (80,000¥:16 BP)

Basic hacker iii (90,000¥:18 BP)

Basic rigger i (75,000¥:15 BP)

Basic rigger ii (90,000¥:18 BP)

Basic rigger iii (150,000¥:30 BP)

Basic runner i (20,000¥:4 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.

Basic runner ii (40,000¥:8 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without penalty.

Basic runner iii (85,000¥:17 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 5 to wear armor without penalty.

Combat Biker (50,000¥:10 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 5 to wear armor without penalty.

Combat Hacker (60,000¥:12 BP)

Covert oPS (75,000¥:15 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without penalty.

Electronic Warfare (50,000¥:10 BP)

Joe/jane Commlink (30,000¥:6 BP)

Journalist (25,000¥:5 BP)

Mechanic (125,000¥:25 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.

Microrigger (40,000¥:8 BP)

nanotechnologist (130,000¥:26 BP)

occultechnologist (100,000¥:20 BP)

Spider (70,000¥:14 BP)

Summoner (40,000¥:8 BP)

Thief (35,000¥:7 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 3 to wear armor without penalty.

Translator (125,000¥:25 BP)

Urban survivalist (5,000¥:1 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without penalty.

vampire Hunter (15,000¥:3 BP) requirements: Minimum Body 4 to wear armor without penalty.

taBleS


